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Charge Transport in Single Cooper-Pair Transis-
tors

Abstract

This thesis describes fabrication, measurements and analysis of single Cooper pair transis-
tor. The samples have been produced using optical lithography, electron beam lithography
and shadow evaporation technique. The samples have been investigated in a 3He/4He-dilution
refrigerator with a base temperature below 20mK by measuring their IV characteristics.

The aim of this work has been to study the physical mechanism for different subgap features
and switching currents of the single Cooper pair devices. So the samples have been investigated
both in the finite voltage bias regime and with current bias in the supercurrent regime. In the
voltage bias regime, the current features are caused by tunneling and cotunneling processes of
Cooper pairs and quasiparticles and the subgap features we observe can be well understood
by using a simple theoretical model. At the temperatures of our experiments, quasiparticles
should be frozen out and pure 2e periodicity is expected for the switching current experiments.
Nevertheless, we observe considerable quasiparticle poisoning hinting to an unknown source
of unequilibrium excitations in accord with observations by other authors.
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1 Introduction

In this thesis, we study single charge effects in the single Cooper pair transistor (CPT) which
is the superconducting version of the single electron transistor (SET).

Single charge effects originate from the quantized nature of charges and can readily be mea-
sured due to the achievements of nano fabrication technology. Many groups around the world
try to utilize this single charge effects for fascinating experiments, e.g. quantum information
processing. But are they really feasible in reality? Based on this question, we started to study
the single Cooper pair transistor and try to contribute to the understanding of the basic physics
of these devices.

For the SET, the island carries integer numbers of excess charges at low temperatures. The
current through the SET results from sequential tunneling of single electrons through both
junctions. Each tunneling event occurs at a rate which depends on the electrostatic energy
change it creates and the transparency of the junctions. Since the electrostatic energy of the
island depends on the gate voltage, the current through the whole device is modulated by the
gate voltage.

The superconducting case is much more complicated than that. Upon the formation of
Cooper pairs, a periodicity corresponding to the number change of Cooper pairs emerges. In
the past decade, a lot of theoretical and experimental work has been devoted to the study of sin-
gle charge transport properties of single Cooper pair transistors at finite voltage bias and many
interesting phenomena have been observed, such as Cooper pair tunneling and the Josephson
quasiparticle cycle. The coexistence of Cooper pairs and quasiparticles makes it much more
difficult to describe the system theoretically.

We focus on the sub-gap features at finite bias voltage including the supercurrent features
at zero bias voltage. The single Cooper pair transistor behaves identical to a single Josephson
junction with an effective coupling energy Ej which is tunable with the gate voltage Vg. We
expect a 2e periodic dependence of I (VgCg). Unfortunately only a couple of experiments
showed 2e features while in many cases pure e periodic behavior has been found. This is due
to the omnipresence of spurious quasiparticles.

This work is organized as follows: In the second chapter, we start with the introduction of
single electron devices and Josephson junctions. Then we theoretically study the single Cooper
pair transistor, verifying that it behaves with respect to the supercurrent identical to the single
Josephson junction with an effective coupling depending on the gate voltage Ej = Ej(CgVg).
We also describe the bias voltage and gate voltage dependent current features at finite voltage
bias regime.

In the third chapter, we describe in detail the fabrication of single charge devices, including
optical lithography, electron beam lithography, and shadow evaporation. In chapter four, we
explain our experimental setup, focusing on the filtering of electrical noise. The fabrication
procedure of metal powder filters is also introduced in this chapter.
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1 Introduction

The experimental results are presented in chapter five. Parameter characterization is given at
the beginning, making use of different sub-gap features which occur at known positions. Mea-
surements with a finite voltage bias of the single Cooper pair devices come second, indicating
interesting Cooper pair and quasiparticle tunneling features. Finally, we show the results of
switching current measurements with focus on the quasiparticle poisoning of the islands.

We close this work in chapter six with a summary and discussion of our study of single
Cooper pair transistors.
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2 Theoretical background

A detailed description of charge transport in single electron devices can be found in several
textbooks (e. g. Grabert and Devoret (1992); Averin and Likharev (1991)). In this chapter we
restrict ourselves to a short outline of those aspects relevant to the experiments described later
in this work. Samples are prepared from aluminum, which becomes superconducting below
1.2 Kelvin. However, all samples can be forced to the normal-conducting state by means of a
magnetic field (For our nano scaled devices, a magnetic field of the order of 1 Tesla is required).
To determine important device parameters it is sometimes favorable to suppress superconduc-
tivity and we will touch slightly on normal conducting devices in several chapters throughout
this work. Therefore, we start off in Sec. 2.1 with a description of the most fundamental single
electron device, namely the normal-conducting single electron transistor, thereby introducing
the concept of charging energy, the most fundamental theoretical treatment (Sec. 2.1.1), and
corrections to it necessary for a better agreement with experimental facts (Sec. 2.1.2). In Sec.
2.2 we turn to the central feature of the devices in the superconducting state and describe the so
called Josephson effect of ultra-small junctions in the strong damping limit. As an example for
a superconducting device we focus in Sec. 2.3 on the single Cooper-pair transistor.

2.1 The single electron transistor in the normal-conducting
state

The basis for devices showing single charge transport phenomena of the type we are going to
describe in this section are small tunnel junctions interconnecting a system of metallic elec-
trodes. In Chap. 3 we describe one of the standard methods to fabricate such tunnel contacts
from aluminum with which the tunneling barriers are formed by an oxide layer naturally grow-
ing on the surface when exposing the aluminum to oxygen. In this way high quality junctions
with barriers as thin as about 2 nm and electrodes as small as about 20 nm by 20 nm in size
can be structured. If such a tunneling contact is cooled down to very low temperature, and if
superconductivity is suppressed by a sufficient magnetic field, and if the contact is biased by a
voltage V it will respond by a current I obeying Ohm’s law, I = GV , to very high accuracy.

Besides the conductance G, the contact is characterized by a small capacitance C, which is
geometrically defined by the electrodes separated by the dielectric constituting the tunneling
barrier. The capacitance C sets an important energy scale Ec = e2/2C, nicknamed charging
energy, which denotes the energy required to charge up C by an elementary charge e. For
tunneling contacts as small as routinely patterned in modern labs, the charging energy—when
expressed as a temperature Tc = Ec/kB—can be as large as several Kelvin and is thus easily
accessible by cryogenic methods. However, as long as the voltage across the contact is kept
constant by means of an external source, Ec does not alter the Ohmic response of the contact in
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2 Theoretical background
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Figure 2.1: Left: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) photo of a single electron transistor.
The tunneling contacts can be seen at the junction between the island and the leads. Right:
Schematic representation of a voltage biased single electron transistor. The boxes represent
tunneling contacts characterized by a capacitance Ct and a conductance Gt. The gate can be
seen as a capacitance of size Cg coupled to the island.

any noticeable way. The source keeps the mean charge on C constant and the quantized nature
of charge manifests itself only in the noise properties of the current flow.

The situation is fundamentally different when we switch from a voltage biased situation to
a current biased setup. A constant current I charges up the capacitance C thereby increasing
the voltage across it according to ∆V = I∆t/C. At the same time the energy stored in the
capacitance grows as E = (I∆t)2/2C. After a certain time t0 the energy can be lowered by
tunneling of an electron across the junction, which—since tunneling is a fast process—all of a
sudden changes the charge from I∆t to I∆t − e. It is easy to see that t0 = e/2I holds. For
∆t > t0 we gain energy through tunneling, while for ∆t < t0 we have to pay energy. In the
limes of zero temperature tunneling is thus blocked for times before t0 and becomes more and
more likely when time passes t0. After tunneling the charging continues leading to a series of
tunneling events at times just after tn = (n + 0.5)e/I . For the voltage we expect a sawtooth
like behavior: a linear increase interrupted by sudden drops (of size ∆V = e/C) around tn.
The mean frequency is given by f = I/e which relates current via a fundamental constant to a
quantity which can be measured with extreme precision. In the last two decades considerable
interest in a realization of this current-to-frequency conversion can be noticed.

The concept of current bias, while extremely simple in theory, is extremely difficult to realize
in experiment. A careful design of the environment which is connected to the sample is needed.
The crucial point is the impedance of the environment as seen by the contact in the sense of
Thévenin’s equivalent circuit (Thévenin, 1883). This impedance should approach virtually
infinity for a good current bias while in most practical cases and without a careful design it is
dominated by the stray capacitance of the connecting leads which tends to fix the voltage across
the contact and always favors an effectively voltage biased situation.

The simplest way around this problem is to structure more than one contact in close proximity
forming islands in-between as exemplified in Fig. 2.1 for two serially connected contacts. In
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2.1 The single electron transistor in the normal-conducting state
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Figure 2.2: Dispersion of the energy of charge states as a function of the gate voltage Vg for a
SET. The charge number is indicated close to the individual parabola.

this case the impedance seen by any junction is dominated by the ohmic impedance of the
adjacent contacts. Since structuring requires nanoscale resolution anyhow, it turns out to be
easy to fabricate microscopic islands with a total capacitance CΣ (CΣ equals the sum of all the
capacitance values coupled to the island) which still obeys Ec = e2/2CΣ < kBT . Then single
charge effects are readily observable even when the whole device is tested for current response
in a voltage biased mode.

It is for this reason that the basic device of single charge tunneling electronics is not a single
contact; it is rather the single electron transistor (SET) imaged in Fig. 2.1 in the voltage biased
mode. Major constituents are tunneling contacts on two sides of a small island with total
capacitance C. In addition at least one gate electrode (in the SEM micrograph of Fig. 2.1 we
have two) couples to the island capacitively (i. e. without the possibility to exchange charge
between this electrode and the island). Gate electrodes can be used to tune the electrostatic
potential on the island.

In case the conductance G of the tunneling contacts is small, we are faced with a situation
where the charge on the island is most of the time an integer number n times the elementary
charge e. The number n might change eventually by tunneling events. However, this is a rare
event first due to smallness of G and second because tunneling is an extremely fast process1. It

1 We are going not into details on how to approximate the time it takes for an electron to tunnel. We just state the
fact, that this is the smallest timescale in our problem which we cannot detect in our experiments.
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Figure 2.3: Characteristics of a symmetric single electron transistor as predicted by the se-
quential tunneling model. Left: I-V characteristics at T � Tc (green) and zero temperature
(Vg = ne/C (blue) and Vg = (n + 1/2)e/C (red)). Right: Coulomb oscillations (at T = 0)
of the current through a single electron transistor as a function of Vg for constant voltage bias.
The bias voltages are indicated in the left part of the figure as vertical lines.

is common to characterize the state of the system by the number n and call such states “charge
states”. The energy of the charge state depends in a parabolic way2 on the gate voltage as
indicated in Fig. 2.2 for the case of vanishing bias voltage, V = 0. The energetically most
favorable state close to Vg = 0 is the uncharged one (n = 0). At Vg > e/2Cg the system
can lower its energy by tunneling an electron across one of the tunnel junctions to change the
island charge. At low temperature, when the system is in its ground state, the charge on the
island is fixed, except close to the degeneracy points where two adjacent charge state parabola
cross each other. The linear response conductance is thus zero if the gate voltage does not
obey Vg ∼ (n + 1/2)e/Cg. Transport is blocked, an effect which is nicknamed “Coulomb
blockade”. Fig. 2.3 displays the behavior of a symmetric SET at finite bias. On the left I-V
characteristics for different situations are shown. The low temperature behavior is compared
to the ohmic characteristic (green) observed at elevated temperatures T � Tc. The blue curve
indicates the Coulomb blockade at |V | < 2Ec/e as expected for Vg = ne/Cg. The blockade is
lifted when Vg is tuned to Vg = (n + 1/2)e/Cg as shown by the red curve. Note that the linear
response conductance equals half the high temperature value in this case. In the right half of
the figure we fixed the bias voltage at different values and display the current as a function
of Vg. We see a periodic variation of the current with frequency Cg/e, commonly named
“Coulomb oscillations”. At small bias the current differs from zero only in narrow regions
around Vg = (n + 1/2)e/Cg. At higher bias voltage the blockade is lifted; a periodic variation
of the current I remains, though.

2 More precisely we have: En(Vg) = Ec(n − CgVg/e)2 if V = 0.
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2.1 The single electron transistor in the normal-conducting state

2.1.1 Sequential tunneling model

Fig. 2.3 is evaluated using the so called “sequential tunneling model” (Averin and Likharev
(1991)). This model—often referred to as “orthodox theory”—was developed to explain the
basic phenomena associated with single electron charging effects of a system of small island
coupled to m external reservoirs. The Hamiltonian of such a device is split into three parts
H = Hqp +Ht+Hel, whereHqp treats the electronic states on the island and in the reservoirs3,
Ht describes the tunneling of electrons through the various tunneling contacts, andHel is set up
to treat the electrostatic part of the problem. For the latter the tunnel contacts are modeled by
plain capacitances. As deduced in App. A,Hel = Ec(n̂−n0)2 for the transistor. Here n̂ is treated
as an operator in the quantum mechanical sense. The eigenstates of Hel are the charge states
introduced in the last section, and the eigenvalue of n̂ equals the number of electrons in the
particular charge state. The variable n0 is in the simplest case directly proportional to the gate
voltage, n0 = (Cg/e)Vg. In reality, one finds an offset of n0, i. e. n0 does not vanish at Vg = 0
but is of order unity. This effect is attributed to charges trapped close to the island (either in the
substrate or in the oxide layer covering the island). These so called “background charges” result
in an image charge on the island, and thus contribute to n0. Background charges represent a
major drawback for the applicability of single charge devices mainly since the position of some
of them is not stable in time even at the lowest temperatures. In real devices n0 undergoes
jumps of order unity on a timescale of typically several hours or less which are attributed to the
rearrangement of background charges. On shorter time scales moving background charges are
held responsible for the excessively large 1/f noise in single charge devices.

The tunneling Hamiltonian Ht mixes charge states and the sequential tunneling model treats
this mixing pertubatively in lowest order. As indicated by its name, tunneling events are con-
sidered as independent of each other and it is implicitly assumed that electrostatic equilibrium
is established quickly between successive events. The rate of tunneling events connecting two
specific initial and final charge states is estimated in accord with Fermi’s golden rule:

Γ =
2π
ħ
|〈fi|HT |in〉|2δ(∆E)

Here ∆E = Ein − Efi equals the change in electrostatic energy between the initial and final
state. In case the tunneling is between an external reservoir and an island this change in energy
includes work done or absorbed by the electromotive force of connected batteries (see App.
A). The above equation gives with β = 1/kBT

Γ =
g

h

∆E
exp(β∆E) − 1

. (2.1)

This result is depicted in Fig. 2.4. The rate is proportional to the conductance G of the involved
tunneling contact in the voltage biased mode in units of G0 = e2/h, g = G/G0. The above

3 For normal-conducting devices this states are for the current purpose sufficiently well characterized by a Fermi
distribution f (ε) = 1/ (1 + exp (β (ε − µ))). This also implies that we treat the electronic states as a continuum. In
general the electronic states on a small island have a discrete spectrum. However, the level spacing is much smaller
than the thermal energy for the metallic islands discussed here.
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2 Theoretical background
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Figure 2.4: Tunneling rate versus electrostatic energy difference δE. At T = 0, the rate van-
ishes for positive ∆E as required by energy conservation. Thermal fluctuations make tunneling
possible even for ∆E > 0 (at finite temperature).

expression for the rates Γ is appropriate for a voltage biased system in which case only elastic
tunneling events have to be considered (see Ingold and Nazarov (1992)). In a more general sit-
uation of electrical connections with finite—possibly complex—impedance a more elaborated
theory is needed which accounts for the exchange of energy between the system and environ-
mental modes during tunneling. For this so called P (E)-theory we refer e. g. to Ingold and
Nazarov (1992). For the experimental observations presented in this work Eq. 2.1 is sufficient.

Tunneling connects neighboring charge states differing by one electron on a particular island
which is transferred to or from an adjacent contact (which can be a reservoir as well as a
further island). In many cases only a finite number of charge state have to be considered
while all others are energetically too costly to be occupied with a relevant probability. For
this finite number of states a master equation can easily be set up which describes the change
of occupation probabilities resulting from the rates in Eq. 2.1 (see e. g. Kouwenhoven et. al.
(1997)). Finding steady state solutions of the master equation is in general a simple task and
allows the calculation of characteristics of the types shown in Fig. 2.3.

2.1.2 Higher order electron tunneling

The sequential model is very useful to describe the basic features of single charge transport. In
many cases it gives even quantitatively correct results. However, its range of applicability is
limited. It is implicitly assumed that the conductance of all tunneling contacts comprising a par-
ticular device are small, G � e2/h. For real devices with reasonable resistances one finds only
partial agreement between experimental results and the prediction of the sequential tunneling
model. The most prominent corrections are due to higher order tunneling processes which in-
volve tunneling of more then one electron at the same instant of time. As an example we look at
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2.2 Josephson junction in the strong damping regime

ns1, χ1 ns2, χ2
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R

Figure 2.5: Left: Two superconducting electrodes (yellow) coupled via a tunneling contact
(red, hashed). Middle: Schematic representation of a real Josephson junction. Right: A real
Josephson junction might be represented by an ideal one in parallel with a capacitance and a
resistor.

the linear response conductance of a SET as a function of temperature. The sequential tunnel-
ing model predicts an exponential suppression at low temperatures: G ∝ exp(Ec/kBT ). This
result ignores the possibility that the in-tunneling of an electron can be associated with the out-
tunneling of a different electron across the other contact. The sequential transport is blocked by
the charging energy (which is the reason for the exponential behavior), while the latter process
is energetically favorable at arbitrarily small bias voltage. If co-tunneling processes of this kind
are properly taken into account we find (Averin and Likharev, 1992):

G ∝ g2G0(kbT/Ec)2

in accordance with experimental observations. Here g is the serial conductance of both transis-
tor junctions in the voltage biased mode in units of G0 = e2/h. Thus instead of an exponential
we only find an algebraic suppression of the current for T → 0.

The above result for the linear response conductance of the SET is applicable for gate volt-
ages far from the degeneracy points Vg = (n + 0.5)e/Cg. At these specific points the low
temperature limit of the sequential tunneling model predicts a temperature independent con-
ductance of G = (g/2)G0. In experiments a log(kbT/Ec) correction to this simple result is
found (Joyez et. al., 1997). An elaborated theoretical treatment is necessary (Schoeller and
Schön, 1994; Göppert and Grabert, 2000) to account for this experimental fact as ordinary per-
turbation theory fails. Nevertheless, today an amazingly good agreement between theory and
experiment can be accomplished (Wallisser et. al., 2002) based on Quantum Monte-Carlo cal-
culations applied to the model Hamiltonian introduced in Sec. 2.1.1 without any fitting param-
eter (all parameters where deduced independently in the experiment). However, this promising
result is difficult to carry to more complex situations (Limbach, 2002; Kubala et. al., 2006).
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2 Theoretical background

2.2 Josephson junction in the strong damping regime

The physics of small metallic tunnel junctions at low temperature gets more complex in case
of superconductivity (see e. g. Likharev (1986)). In this work, aluminum with a low Tc ≈ 1K
is used, which can be driven normal with a small magnetic field. As predicted by Josephson
(1962) and experimentally confirmed shortly afterwards (Anderson and Rowell, 1963) a super-
conducting tunnel junction can support a sizeable supercurrent. This supercurrent results from
the fact that the superconducting condensate of Cooper pairs forms a macroscopic wavefunction
Ψ =

√
nS exp(iχ) the time evolution of which is described by Schrödinger’s equation. |Ψ|2 can

be interpreted as the density ns of the condensate. The supercurrent is a 2π-periodic function
in the gauge invariant phase difference ϕ = ∆χ − (2π/Φ0)

∫

Ads. Here ∆χ is the difference in
phase of the condensate wavefunctions in the two electrodes, A is the vector potential associ-
ated with the magnetic field, and the integration is from one electrode of the tunneling barrier
to the other. Josephson deduced the current-phase relation

Is = Ic sin(ϕ), (2.2)

which is obviously the simplest form of a periodic behavior in ϕ obeying the condition Is(ϕ =
0) = 0. The maximal supercurrent Ic is related to the coupling strength of the two super-
conducting electrodes. A measure of the latter is given by the normal state conductance of
the tunnel junction Gn = 1/Rn. A microscopic theory gives for BCS condensates (Bardeen
et. al., 1957) the Ambegaokar-Baratoff relation (Ambegaokar and Baratoff, 1963a,b): IcRn =
(π∆(T )/2e) tanh(∆(T )/2kbT ) which reduces at low temperatures to

IcRn = π∆/2e. (2.3)

Thus the IcRn product is a material dependent property of a superconducting tunnel junction.
In general the observed critical current Ic is somewhat smaller than predicted by Eq. 2.3 (see
e. g. Likharev (1986)). The essence of Eq. 2.3 is the proportionality of Ic and Gn, which
holds despite the fact that the supercurrent results from a second order process in quasiparticle
tunneling (at the end it is still electrons not Cooper pairs that tunnel). This nicely proves
the coherent nature of the condensate. A supercurrent can flow between two superconductors
whenever they are weakly coupled. In some situations the sinusoidal dependence expressed
by Eq. 2.2 has to be replaced by Is = Icf (ϕ), where f (ϕ) = f (ϕ + 2π). Under the obvious
condition that at vanishing current (i. e. for a disconnected junction) the phase difference should
vanish4, we get f (ϕ) = Is sin(ϕ) +

∑

Im sin(mϕ).
Superconducting tunnel junctions embedded in electrical circuits can be found in two dis-

tinct states. Either the voltage drop across it vanishes; then the current through the junction

4 Note that the current through a Josephson junction vanishes at ϕ = π as well. In special cases one finds indeed
that in a disconnected junction a state with ϕ = π is stable. This so called π-junctions have been reported for weak
links with special properties (e. g. Ryazanov et. al. (2000, ferromagnetic links); Cleuziou et. al. (2006, links by
carbon nanotubes); Baselmans et. al. (1999, special normal metal links)) or superconductors with order parameters
of higher then s-symmetry (e. g. Tsuei and Kirtley (2000); Van Harlingen (1995); Hilgenkamp et. al. (2003)).
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2.2 Josephson junction in the strong damping regime

is completely characterized by the current-phase relation 2.2. Or one measures a finite volt-
age drop across the junction, in which case Eq. 2.2 has to be complemented by the so called
“phase-voltage relation”:

dϕ
dt

=
2π
Φ0
V, (2.4)

which states that a finite voltage is associated with a change in the gauge invariant phase dif-
ference. The flux quantum Φ0 is defined as Φ0 = h/2e. At constant V = Vdc the phase evolves
linearly in time resulting in an oscillating behavior of the supercurrent via the current-phase
relation. The frequency fJ of this ac-current is related to the dc voltage by the fundamental law
fJ = Vdc/Φ0 ≈ (483 MHz/µV)Vdc.

The current-phase (2.2) and the phase-voltage relation (2.4) together describe what is often
called an ideal Josephson junction. Such an idealized version is represented in circuit diagrams
by a bare cross (×). In reality further contributions to the current through the junction have to
be considered. We represent a real Josephson junction by the symbol depicted in the middle of
Fig. 2.5. As indicated we like to think of a real Josephson junction in terms of two competing
energy scales, Ec and Ej. We have introduced the first one in Sec. 2.1. It is simply related with
the junction capacitance, Ec = e2/(2C), and describes the energy stored in the junction when it
is charged up by the charge of a single electron (compared to the uncharged configuration). The
second scaleEj = Φ0Ic/(2π) equals the energy stored in a Josephson junction if a supercurrent
of size Ic/2 is driven through it. This can be derived from the two Josephson relations in the
following way:

Ej =
∫ Ic/2

0
IsV dt =

∫ Ic/2

0
Ic sin(ϕ)

dϕ
dt

Φ0

2π
dt =

IcΦ0

2π

∫π/2

0
sin(ϕ)dϕ =

IcΦ0

2π
.

According to quantum mechanics the measurable quantities ϕ and n (the charge on the junction
in units of e) are associated with Hermitian operators ϕ̂ and n̂, respectively. It can be shown
that they obey the commutation rule

[ϕ̂, n̂] = 2i. (2.5)

This rule expresses the indeterminacy relation for Cooper pairs

∆ϕ∆N ≥ 1.

The phase ϕ can only be fixed if the number of Cooper pairs is allowed to fluctuate and vice
versa. Josephson junctions with Ej � Ec favor states with a fixed phase difference, while
junctions with Ej � Ec are dominated by charging effects which by definition try to hold the
charge constant.5

The real Josephson junction can be thought of as a parallel combination of several ideal ele-
ments as indicated in the right panel of the same figure. First of all we have the ideal Josephson

5 The arguments in this paragraph are a bit sloppy. A proper analysis has to take into account the environment
into which the Josephson junction is embedded (see below). As in the normal-conducting case charging effects are
readily observable in multi island arrangement only. In Sec. 2.3 the superconducting transistor is going to serve as
an example.
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2 Theoretical background

Ib In Y (ω) C′ I(t) V (t) Vj

Rj
Cb F C′ I(t) V (t)

Figure 2.6: Representation of a Josephson junction in a typical experimental environment. See
text for details

element and the capacitance associated with Ec. It is clear that in the general situation when
neither the voltage across nor the current through the junction vanishes dissipation takes place.
In the RCSJ (resistively and capacitively shunted junction) model the dissipation is modeled by
a resistance. Close to T = Tc dissipation is mainly due to thermally exited quasiparticles and
R ≈ Rn might be a reasonable choice. At low temperature thermally excited quasiparticles die
out. A proper RCSJ model takes this into account by adapting a strongly nonlinear resistance
R(V ). At V > 2∆/e the applied voltage can break up Cooper pairs andR can be approximated
by a value close to Rn again. At V < 2∆/e no quasiparticle can be generated and R might
eventually be ignored completely (which amounts to R → ∞).

In this work we are concerned with Josephson junctions at very low temperatures T � Tc, so
essentially no quasiparticles are present at small bias. We partially follow the arguments given
in Joyez (1995, Chap. IV). Suppose we connect a real Josephson junction at low temperature
in a typical experimental set-up to a current source I and a voltmeter. We omit the resistive
part in the RCSJ model and view the junction as an ideal Josephson element in parallel with a
capacitance C. Source, meter and connections (as described in Chap. 4) represent together with
the capacity C a linear network of circuit elements which acts on the ideal Josephson element
like Norton’s equivalent, i. e. as a current source Ib in parallel with an admittance y(ω). It turns
out to be convenient to split up y(ω) in a capacitance C ′ = limω→∞(y(ω)/iω) and Y (ω) =
y(ω) − iC ′ω. The capacitance C ′ is the sum of the junction capacitance C and contributions
by the leads. The latter are for small tunnel junction in most cases the dominating part as
discussed in Sec. 2.1. We thus arrive at the equivalent circuit schematically drawn in Fig. 2.6.
The current In(t) models the Johnson-Nyquist noise of the admittance seen by the Josephson
element (i. e. its properties are determined by the spectral density SIn (ω) = 4kbTRe(Y (ω))).
Some interesting and general properties of biased Josephson junction follow directly from the
equivalent circuit diagram of Fig. 2.6 (see Joyez (1995)). However, to make a useful connection
with our experimental set-up a closer look on the wiring is helpful. It is well known that
thermalization of mesoscopic devices at dilution fridge temperatures requires careful filtering.
Even if the lattice of solid state devices is equilibrated with the surrounding bath at about
T ∼ 20 mK the electronic system might be at considerable higher temperatures due to radiation
coming through electric connections. The thermal noise of the room temperature parts of the
set-up cause a tremendous load which is in practice hard to sink. Even the black body radiation
from the 4 Kelvin stage of the set-up provides photons with energies exceeding the typical
charging energies. This leads to out-of-equilibrium photo assisted processes which tend to
wash out the Coulomb blockade. In the superconducting state quasiparticles can reach sensitive
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2.2 Josephson junction in the strong damping regimereplacements

I

V

Rdx Ldx

Cdx V + dV

I + dI

Vb

Rb
Cj I(t) V (t)

Figure 2.7: Left: An infinitesimal slab of a lossy transmission line. Right: Simple biasing
scheme of a junction.

parts of the circuitry at a rate which makes a full equilibration impossible. While in small
volumes and at low temperature the number of equilibrium quasiparticles would vanish, these
out-of-equilibrium excitations void certain predictions and the electronic temperature seems to
saturate at quite high values of typically a few hundreds of millikelvin.

For these reasons efficient filtering of the leads is needed. Simple estimates yield a quality
of filtering of 200 dB for frequencies above 20 GHz. The right panel of Fig. 2.6 displays the
typical experimental situation. A source Vb with large but finite impedance Rb is connected
to a filter stage F . The capacitance Cb together with Rb limits the bandwidth of the room
temperature side of the set-up. Note that thermal noise can drastically be reduced by putting
the resistor Rb at low temperatures. The filter is in essence a lossy transmission line built to
lead to almost complete damping of frequencies above a few hundred MHz. The physics of
lossy transmission lines is captured by the model pictured in Fig. 2.7 where a infinitesimal slab
of the line is characterized by a resistance, an inductance and a capacitance per unit length.
In most practical cases the resistance per unit length scales as

√
ω at high frequencies due to

the skin effect which confines the region of finite current density to the surface layers of the
transmission line which gets thinner with frequency. The model leads easily to the so called
telegraph equation

d2V

dx2
= iωC(R + iωL)V (2.6)

for the voltage along the line which has solutions of the form

V (x) = V1 exp(γx) + V2 exp(−γx). (2.7)

Here γ =
√

C(R + iωL) = ω
√

LC/2(
√
a − 1 + i

√
a + 1) and a =

√

(R/ωL)2 + 1. A trans-
mission line of finite length ` biased with the voltage U0 = V0 exp(iωt) has a Norton’s equiva-
lent with a current source and an impedance given by

I =
2U0

Z0(l − 1/l)
, (2.8)

Z =
Z0(l − 1/l)

(l + 1/l)
, (2.9)

respectively, where Z0 =
√

L/2C(
√
a + 1 − i

√
a − 1), and l = exp(γ`).
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2 Theoretical background

0 2π ϕ

E

Ib < Is

Is < Ib < I0

I0 < Ib

Figure 2.8: Tilted washboard model: The dynamics of the gauge invariant phase difference ϕ
is equivalent to that of a particle in a tilted sinusoidal potential. The tilt corresponds to the bias
current Ib. A frictional force results from the admittance Y (ω) of the environment. Ib < Is:
At small bias ϕ is mostly captured in a local minimum of the potential. Thermal fluctuations,
however, lead to a diffusive motion between different minima with a preferred direction due to
the energy gain between successive minima. On average a finite current results. Is < Ib < I:
Above a certain threshold the energy gain between successive minima is larger than the energy
loss due to dissipation. Thus, ϕ is in a running state once it escaped a local minimum by thermal
activation. I < Ib: Above the critical current I0 the tilt destroys the local minima altogether
and no static solution for ϕ exists.

The sole purpose of the filter is to suppress the transmission of noise at high frequencies. The
damping of the transmission line in Neper per unit length at high frequencies is given by the
real part of γ as apparent by inspection of Eq. 2.7: limω�(R/L) <(γ) = (R(ω)/2)

√

C/L. The
Norton impedance in the limit of high damping and high frequency is given by limω�(R/L) Z =
√

L/C. In the limit of small frequencies we get limω�(R/L) Z = R`, i. e. the DC resistance of
the filter Rf .

From this concise description of the filter’s properties the following general picture can be
deduced: The filtered set-up facilitates the DC biasing of the Josephson junction with a current
source Ib = Vb/(Rb + Rf ) (the Norton equivalent impedance is obviously Rb + Rf ). In
practice Rf is of the order of a few ohms and Rf � Rb holds. At high frequencies however,
the Josephson junction is practically connected to an ohmic impedance Rj. While the exact
value of Rj depends on the details of the filters, the expression Rj =

√

L/C deduced for the
simple model—

√

L/C is the wave-impedance of the transmission line—shows that a value of
the order of the vacuum impedance Z0 = µ0c ∼ 120πΩ can be expected. For frequencies
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2.2 Josephson junction in the strong damping regime
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Figure 2.9: I-V characteristics of an over-damped Josephson junction as predicted by Eq. 2.11.
Left: Current as a function of bias Vj. Right: Current as a function of V = Vj − IRj.

above a threshold ωc (for our simple model we got ωc = R/L) the filters efficiently decouple
the circuitries connected at both sides. The dynamics of the Josephson phase involve processes
at the plasma frequency ωp =

√

2πI0/(Φ0C). In practice ωc � ωp and on the bias side of
the filters time averaged values of I (t) and V (t) are operative only. In the same way any noise
contribution present at the room temperature side of the filters with frequency ω � ωc cannot
reach the Josephson element (this is the intended purpose of the filters). When setting up a
differential equation describing the dynamics of I (t) and V (t), we can treat the voltage at the
input of the filters (i. e. the voltage at the bias side of F in Fig. 2.6) as quasi-static. If we
want to describe the influence of thermal noise, the only relevant contribution comes from Rj,
i. e. the Norton equivalent resistance of the filters at high frequencies. This virtual resistance
is equilibrated at the temperature of the junction, again a feature of filters worth mentioning.
Finally we arrive at the fairly simple biasing scheme on the right side of Fig. 2.7. In the figure
Vj = Ib/Rj and Rj is noisy with a white noise characteristic of 〈Vn(t)Vn(t+ τ)〉 = 2kbTRδ(τ).
The fluctuation Vn(t) add to the bias Vj. The following differential equation can be readily
obtained (e. g. Tinkham (1996)):

d2ϕ

dτ2
+

1
√

βc

dϕ
dτ

+ sin(ϕ) = I/I0, (2.10)

where I = Ib + In(t), In(t) = Vn(t)/R, and βc = (ωpRC)2 is a parameter first introduced by
Steward and McCumber (Stewart, 1968; McCumber, 1968). Time in Eq. 2.10 is measured in
units of ω−1

p : τ = ωpt. The dynamics of ϕ is thus identical to the dynamics of a particle in a
tilted sinusoidal potential (see Fig. 2.8) damped by a viscous force. In the large friction limit
(i. e. when βc happens to be small) the first term in Eq. 2.10 can be omitted and we arrive at a
first order differential equation (with a stochastic term In(T )) which can be treated analytically
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2 Theoretical background

Ib

V

I

I(V )

Ib − V/(Rb + Rf )

quasiparticle branch

Isw

Irt

V

I

Isw

Irt

V

Ib

Figure 2.10: I-V characteristics of an over-damped Josephson junction externally biased by a
load line with Ib−V/(Rb+Rf ). Left: For certain values of Ib = Vb/(Rb+Rf ) three solutions
of I (V ) = (Vb − V )/(Rb − Rf ) can be found. Two solutions are stable (•), one is unstable
(◦). If Ib is slowly increased starting from Ib = 0. The system follows the so called “phase
diffusion branch” which is a reminiscence of the supercurrent branch of the under-damped
junction. Right: At Isw—defined by the local maximum of I (V ), the system switches to the
second stable solution. Depending on the slope of the load line this solution is at the onset of
the quasiparticle branch at V ≈ 2∆/e. On going back in Ib the system retraps at Irt defined by
the local minimum of I (V ). The lower panel displays the resulting Ib/V characteristic. This
corresponds more closely to the characteristic measured in a real experiment.

(Ivanchenko and Zilberman, 1968; Ambegaokar and Halperin, 1969). In this case the mean
current I = 〈I (t)〉 is a single valued function of the bias voltage Vj:

I (Vj, T )

I0
= =

(

I1−iαv(α)
I−iαv(α)

)

, (2.11)

where α = Ej/(kbT ), v = Vj/(RjI0), and Iλ(z) is the modified Bessel function of complex
order. From I (Vj, T ) we get the I (V ) dependence by the substitution V = Vj − RjI (see
Fig. 2.9), where V equals the mean voltage across the junction V = 〈V (t)〉. Thus in the
strong damping limit we get a one-to-one correspondence between the time averaged current I
through the junction and the time averaged voltage V over the junction. Fig. 2.9 displays the
non-monotonic behavior of I (V ) at finite temperature. This characteristic is operative at the
room temperature side of the filter. If the external bias Vb(t) is a slowly varying function on the
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2.3 Single Cooper-pair transistor (CPT)
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Figure 2.11: Function g(α) describes the ratio between the maximum switching current Is and
the critical current I0 in the over-damped regime. The blue curve shows the numerical results
for g(α). For high temperatures g(α) asymptotically converge to Is = I0/4 (orange curve).

time scale set by RbCb we have

I (V ) =
Vb − V
Rb + Rf

, (2.12)

which implicitly defines V . The situation is sketched in Fig. 2.10. The ratio between the
maximum current Is and the critical current I0, depending on α, can be written as

Is = I0g(α), (2.13)

see Fig. 2.11.

2.3 Single Cooper-pair transistor (CPT)

The Cooper-pair transistor (CPT), also referred to as single Cooper-pair transistor or supercon-
ducting single-electron transistor, is the superconducting version of the single electron transis-
tor which is already described in section 2.1. It consists of two Josephson junctions in series,
with a gate electrode coupled through the gate capacitance Cg to the island between the two
junctions, see Fig. 2.12. The superconducting island connects to both leads through Josephson
junctions. The rich behavior of superconducting tunnel junctions as compared to the normal
conducting counterpart leads to an intriguing set of transport phenomena obseverd in CPT. As
for the SET, the electrostatic potential of the island can be tuned by the voltage Vg applied
to the gate electrode, causing a periodic dependence of the I-V curve on the dimensionless
gate-induced charge ng = CgVg/e.
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C2, Ej2C1, Ej1

k2k1

Cg

χ2χ1 χ3−V
2

V
2

Vg

Figure 2.12: The single Cooper pair transistor is the superconducting version of a single elec-
tron box, see fig. 2.1. If no magnetic field is applied, the electrodes are superconducting and
the transistor behaves as a single Cooper pair transistor. Left: Scanning electron microscope
(SEM) photo of a single Cooper pair transistor. The tunneling contacts can be seen as Joseph-
son junctions between the island and the leads. Right: Schematic representation of a voltage
biased single Cooper pair transistor. The boxes represent Josephson contacts characterized by a
capacitance C1,2 and a Josephson coupling energy Ej1,2. The gate can be seen as a capacitance
of size Cg coupled to the island. The phase of the superconducting order parameter on the leads
and the island are given by χ1, χ3, and χ2. The number of Cooper pairs which have tunneled
from left to right through the junctions is given by k1 and k2.

The CPT has been investigated extensively in the low impedance environment. Both the su-
percurrent branch (e.g. Geerligs et. al., 1990; Joyez, 1995; Tuominen et. al., 1992; Amar et. al.,
1994; Aumentado et. al., 2004) and the finite voltage bias features of the IV curves (e.g. Ful-
ton and Dolan, 1987; Fulton et. al., 1989; Joyez, 1995; Nakamura et. al., 1996, 1997; Haviland
et. al., 1994; Fitzgerald et. al., 1998) have been intensively studied. If Ej/Ec is not too low,
a finite supercurrent at zero bias voltage can be observed and the CPT behaves in many re-
spects identical to a single Josephson junction with a Josephson coupling tunable with gate
voltage. The experiments performed in this regime were mostly studying the modulation of the
supercurrent flowing through the CPT with the gate-induced charge. Since the supercurrent is
carried by the condensate formed by Cooper pairs, the modulation is expected to be 2e periodic
in VgCg. At finite bias voltages 0 < |eV | < 4∆, where charge transport is in principle blocked,
rich structure of finite current can be observed. These features can be attributed to various
transport mechanisms of coherent and pair-breaking nature and whether certain features can be
observed depends again crucially on the Ej/Ec ratio.

We start off this section by giving an outline of physical mechanisms underlying the multiple
sub-gap features with a detailed discussion of the most prominent ones. The second half of the
section is devoted to the discussion of the supercurrent branch.
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2.3 Single Cooper-pair transistor (CPT)

2.3.1 Sub-gap current positions

In this section, the basic mechanisms of charge transport in the finite voltage bias regime are
discussed. Our calculation aims at demonstrating the principles for the generation of current
features in the V /Vg-plane. We focus on what determines the positions of these features. We
are not trying to calculate the size of the current which would be a difficult task beyond the
limit of this experimental work.

The relavent circuit considered is shown in Fig. 2.12. In comparison to Fig. 2.1, we have—
due to superconductivity—two further energy scales Ej1 and Ej2, the Josephson couplings of
the two junctions, which take the role of the resistances R1 and R2. The superconducting leads
and island are characterized by the macroscopic wave function of the superconducting conden-
sate as indicated by the gauge-invariant phases χ1, χ2, and χ3. Further important parameters
are the charge transferred across the junctions which we measure in units of Cooper pairs 2e,
k1 and k2. It is worthwhile noting that the phase χ2 and the number of Cooper pairs k on the
island form a set of quantum mechanically conjugated operators (see Eq. 2.5),

[χ̂2, k̂] = i. (2.14)

As the number of Cooper pairs on the island tends to be fixed, the preferred basis for the states
of the system are χ1, χ3, and k. The Hamiltonian of the system depicted in Fig. 2.12 is given
by

H = Hel +HT = Ec(n̂ − n0)2 − eV (k1 + k2) + Ej cos(χ̂2) cos δ/2. (2.15)

The first two terms on the right hand side are related to the electrostatic energy derived in
App. A (Eq. A.7),

Eel = Ec(n − n0)2 − eV (k1 + k2).

By n we count the number of excess electrons on the island. The last term describes the Joseph-
son coupling and we silently assume Ej1 = Ej2 = Ej. It couples states of the same parity—odd
or even—only. For the sake of simplicity, the bias voltage V is considered to be positive.

Here we are mainly concerned with the electrostatic part of the Hamiltonian. The state of the
CPT is characterized by three numbers: n, k1 and k2. The state of the CPT will change in case
electrostatic energy is gained from the corresponding tunneling processes, Eel(n+∆n, k1, k2)−
Eel(n, 0, 0)+nqp∆ < 0. With a little algebra, we get the following condition for the bias voltage

V ≥
2Ec∆n

e(k1 + k2)
(nin − n0) +

Ec∆n2 + nqp∆

e(k1 + k2)
. (2.16)

Here nin labels the state at which the process starts and ∆n = nfi − nin is the number change
of excess electrons. We also included the possibility that a pair of quasiparticles is created
which costs twice the gap energy 2∆, in which case nqp = 2 in the above inequality (otherwise
nqp = 0). In the above formula, |n0| < 1. Other values of n0 can be treated by shifting n0 as
well as nin by an appropriate even integer: n0 → n′0 = n0 + 2m, nin → n′in = nin + 2m. This
leaves the right hand side of Eq. 2.16 unchanged.
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2 Theoretical background

The equality in Eq. 2.16 defines straight lines in the V /n0-plane of the form

eV (n0)
4Ec

= n0a + b +
∆

4Ec
c, (2.17)

where a = −(∆n/2)/(k1 + k2), b = ((∆n2 + 2nin∆n)/4)/(k1 + k2) and c = nqp/(k1 + k2).
Eq. 2.16 describes whether a process characterized by ∆n, nqp, and k1 (k2 = k1 − ∆n/2) is
energetically favorable. If so,the state is unstable and the island changes its charge by ∆n after
a certain time. If ∆n = 0, this is directly related to some finite current. For ∆n 6= 0, current
will not necessarily result, as the new charge state might be stable. However, a series of further
favorable processes with different ∆n might bring the island back to the original charge state
and lead to a cyclic path around a number of states. This cyclic process is then related to
finite current. Several of this type of processes have been identified and got specific names in
literature.

In the following sections, we are describing current cycles we observed from our experiments
which will be discussed in Chap. 5.2. We start up with processes at higher bias and approach
features close to zero bias step by step.

2.3.1.1 Quasiparticle transport (QPT)

For V > 4∆/e, transport is dominated by single electron transport. Single electrons have to
be created by exciting quasiparticles from the quantum condensate. In the language in the last
section (see Eq. 2.17), one possible cycle comprises two steps:

Step nqp nin ∆n 2k1 2k2 a b c

1 2 0 1 1 0 -1 1/2 4
2 2 1 -1 0 1 1 −1/2 4

The first step describes the generation and tunneling of a quasiparticle across the left junction,
the second one the generation and tunneling of a quasiparticle across the left junction. The lines
described by the slope a and the intercept b+(∆/4Ec)c define together a lower boundary for the
onset of this process. However the above considerations are imcomplete and give the correct
boundary only in the range 0 < n0 < 1. Another similar process which starts at nin = −1 gives
another pair of straight lines of lower voltage for −1 < n0 < 0. Combining this two processes
and unfolding the combination to the extended picture −∞ < n0 < ∞ defines a zigzag line
above which the current cycle runs. The zigzag line is depicted in Fig. 2.13 as thick red line.

2.3.1.2 Josephson quasiparticle cycle (JQP)

For V < 4∆/e, current can only be carried by more complex cycles, where one process at
least involves coherent Cooper pair tunneling. The most prominent example is the so-called
Josephson quasiparticle cycle, first described by Fulton et. al. (1989). One possible cycle of
this type is given in the following table.
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Figure 2.13: Most prominent current features of a CPT with ∆ = 1.2Ec in the V /n0-
plane. From large biases V to small biases, we have:

• Onset of quasiparticle tunneling (thick red line)

• Josephson quasiparticle cycle (thick black lines)

• Onset of a higher-order 3e-cycle identified in our experiments
(dash-dotted blue line). See Chap. 5 for discussion.

• Double Josephson quasiparticle cycle (Black dots)

• Onset of 3e-cycle (blue line)

• Third order resonant Cooper pair cycle (thin red lines)

• Fifth order resonant Cooper pair cycle (thin blue lines)
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Step nqp nin ∆n 2k1 2k2 a b c

1 0 0 2 2 0 -1 1 0
2 2 2 -1 0 1 1 −3/2 4
3 2 1 -1 0 1 1 −1/2 4

The first step describes the coherent coupling of two Cooper pair states with zero and one extra
Cooper pair on the island. This coupling is efficient only close to zero energy change and the
inequality 2.16 becomes an equality. The straight line it describes represents a resonance rather
than an onset of current as in the previous section. The second step of the cycle describes the
decay of the state with one extra Cooper pair to a state with only one quasiparticle on the island.
This requires the generation and tunneling of of one quasiparticle across the right junction, and
the third step closes the cycle by generating and tunneling out of a further quasiparticle. The
last step limits the bias range at which the cycle runs efficiently. The bias range at which the
pronounced JQP current happens is 2∆ + Ec < V < 2∆ + 3Ec6. JQP is shown as thick black
lines in Fig. 2.13.

Aleshkin and Averin (1990) and Averin and Aleshkin (1989) have treated the current due to
the JQP cycle quantitatively. Under the assumptions Ej � Ec and gN � 1, where gN is the
normal state conductance of an individual contact in units of G0, they derived

γ =
ΓqpE

2
j

4δ2 + (ħΓqp)2
, (2.18)

for the tunneling rate γ of Cooper pairs. Here Γqp ' gN (eV + Ec)/h is the rate of the first
quasi-particle tunneling and δ = 4Ec(1 − n0) − eV is the energy distance from the resonance.
For a JQP cycle to happen, this energy difference δ should be close to 0 for an effective mixing
of the two Cooper pair states.

This approach has been used by Nakamura et. al. (1996) and Pohlen et. al. (2000) in a com-
parison to experimental data and good quantitative agreement has been found. In the validity
range of Eq. 2.18, the JQP cycle is bottlenecked by the Cooper pair tunneling process and gives
a peak current I ∼ 2eE2

j /ħ
2Γqp with the peak width ∆I ∼ ħΓqp.

In many cases, the crossing point of two JQP lines which happens at eV = 4Ec can be used
to determine the charing energy Ec. We use this method whenever we do not resolve Cooper
pair resonances at lower biases (see Sec. 2.3.1.5).

2.3.1.3 Double Josephson quasiparticle cycle (DJQP)

A slightly more complicated current cycle in comparison with the JQP is known as the double
Josephson quasiparticle cycle. It comprises the following four steps:

6 The upper boundary is set by quasiparticle processes interrupting the cycle.
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2.3 Single Cooper-pair transistor (CPT)

Step nqp nin ∆n 2k1 2k2 a b c

1 0 0 2 2 0 -1 1 0
2 2 2 -1 0 1 1 −3/2 4
3 0 1 -2 0 2 1 0 0
4 2 -1 1 1 0 -1 −1/2 4

Similarly to the JQP, a resonant Cooper pair tunneling step is followed by a quasiparticle event.
Then a further resonant Cooper pair process happens. The states coupled coherently by step one
and three differ in parity. The cycle is completed by a further quasiparticle process. Because
two resonant conditions have to be fulfilled, the DJQP happens at singular points in the V /n0-
plane, shown as black dots in Fig. 2.13.

2.3.1.4 3e cycle

All the processes we discussed so far are characterized by the same slope in the V /n0-plane.
Processes which involved simultaneous tunneling of charges at both contacts can give a differ-
ent slope, which is clear from inspection of Eq. 2.16. Often reported is the so-called 3e cycle,
which in our language can be formulated as follows:

Step nqp nin ∆n 2k1 2k2 a b c

1 2 0 1 2 1 −1/3 1/6 4/3
2 2 1 -1 1 2 1/3 −1/6 4/3

The first step represents a simultaneous tunneling of a Cooper pair on the left junction and a
quasiparticle on the right junction. The second step then brings the island back to the original
charge state by simultaneously tunneling of a Cooper pair on the right junction and a quasipar-
ticle on the left junction. Like the quasiparticle tunneling, the straight lines defined by the table
border a region above which finite current results. This onset is marked by a solid blue line in
Fig. 2.13.

2.3.1.5 Resonant Cooper pair tunneling (RCPT)

Further sub-gap resonances have been observed by several authors at voltage biases approach-
ing zero (Haviland et. al., 1994; Joyez, 1995; Billangeon et. al., 2007). Joyez argued that the
resonant coupling between adjacent Cooper pair states can lead to current when it is interrupted
by an incoherent Cooper pair process. The resonant conditions of different order are described
in the following table.

Order nqp nin ∆n 2k1 2k2 a b c

3rd 0 0 2 4 2 −1/3 1/3 0
5th 0 0 2 6 4 −1/5 1/5 0
nth 0 0 2 n + 1 n − 1 −1/n 1/n 0
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2 Theoretical background

Third and fifth order are shown in thin red and black lines in Fig. 2.13. In Chap. 5, we present
experiments which show resonances following these lines. However, these lines do not start at
zero bias but at the first crossing. We postpone the discussion to Chap. 5.

The crossing points of the resonant lines can be used for a determination of the charging
energy of the transistor Haviland et. al. (1994); Joyez (1995). In particular, the crossing of the
resonances of the third order is extensively used in this work for evaluating the charging energy
Ec. The crossing of the third order resonant Cooper tunneling lines appears at 7

eV '
4Ec

3
. (2.20)

This method does require relatively large Ej/Ec ratios. Only then resonance lines can be
resoluted. In other cases, the crossing of the two JQP lines serves as a good alternative, as
mentioned in Sec. 2.3.1.2.

2.3.2 The critical and switching current of the CPT

At zero bias, the Hamiltonian 2.15 simplifies to

H = Ec(n̂ − n0)2 − Ej cos(δ/2) cos χ̂2.

This Hamiltonian can easily be diagonalize in a subspace of charge states and used to find the
corresponding energy levels Em(δ, n0), where m is a band index. Figure 2.3.2 shows two lowest
energy bands m = 0, 1 for symmetric and asymmetric CPTs with different Ej/Ec ratios. The
bands are 2e periodic in the gate charge and 2π periodic in the phase δ.

The CPT can be viewed as a single Josephson junction with a coupling energy tunable by a
gate voltage. At fixed gate voltage, the function E0(δ, n0) has maxima at δ = (2n + 1)π and
minima at δ = 2nπ. We define E0(n0) by

E0(n0) =
E0(π, n0) − E0(0, n0)

2
. (2.21)

Then

f0(δ, n0) =
E0(δ, n0)
E0(n0)

(2.22)

is a periodic function in δ (for fixed n0) with amplitude 2.
The critical current is a function of n0 and given by8

Isn0 =
2π
Φ0

max
δ

(

∂E0(δ, n0)
∂δ

)

. (2.23)

7 Joyez (1995) pointed out that a more exact perturbative calculation yields

eV '
4Ec

3
+

3E2
j

32Ec
. (2.19)

The correction term in the above equation can be neglected in our parameter range.
8 As explained in the discussion of a single junction in Sec. 2.2, the dynamics of the phase φ is identical to the

dynamics of a mechanical particle in a sinusoidal potential. The bias current corresponds to a tilt of the potential.
In the present case, the whole landscape E0(δ, n0) is tilted along the δ axis.
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2.3 Single Cooper-pair transistor (CPT)

a)

c)

e)

b)

d)

f)

Figure 2.14: 3D plot of the two lowest energy bands as functions of δ and ng with different
Ej/Ec ratios for symmetric (Ej1 = Ej2) and asymmetric CPTs (κ = (Ej1 −Ej2)/(Ej1 +Ej2)).
The parameters for the six plots are: a) Ej/Ec = 0.5, κ = 0; b) Ej/Ec = 0.5, κ = 0.1; c)
Ej/Ec = 1, κ = 0; d) Ej/Ec = 1, κ = 0.1; e) Ej/Ec = 5, κ = 0; f) Ej/Ec = 5, κ = 0.1.
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2 Theoretical background

Figure 2.15: Modulation of the critical current of a CPT with gate-induced charge n0 and the
Ej/Ec ratio, with eleven lowest levels taken into the numerical calculation. I0 is given by
I0 = Ejπ/φ0. Here Ej1 = Ej2, i. e. κ = 0.

Fig. 2.15 shows the critical current Is as a function of n0 for κ = 0. We define a further function
ε by

1 − ε(n0) =
Is(n0)
E0(n0)

×
Φ0

2π
. (2.24)

Fig. 2.16 displays ε(n0) as function of Ej/Ec. ε(n0) is always smaller than 10% and can be
ignored in many situations. We then get from Eq. 2.24

Is(n0) =
2π
Φ0
E0(n0) (2.25)

which has the same dependence as the switching current on the Josephson couplings in single
Josephson junction. This justifies to call E0(n0) the effective Josephson coupling energy of the
CPT. f0(δ, n0) takes the role of the cos(ϕ) term in the potential energy Ej cos(ϕ) of the single
Josephson junction.

In reality, this calculated critical current will never be measured in real experiments. The
electromagnetic environment has a strong influence on the observable critical current just as
in the single Josephson junctions (see Chap. 2.2). The only difference is that the switching
current is now gate charge dependent, leading to a periodic behavior along the dimensionless
charge n0. The relation between the switching current Is(n0) and the critical current I0(n0) for
overdamped transistor can be written as (Ågren, 2002)

Is(n0) = I0(n0)g(α), (2.26)
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2.3 Single Cooper-pair transistor (CPT)

Figure 2.16: ε(n0) (see text) calculation using eleven charge states, as a function of gate charge
n0 and Ej/Ec ratio.

Where g(α) is introduced at the end of Sec. 2.2 (see Fig. 2.11). The function g(α) depends on
the ratio α = Ej/kBT and describes how finite temperatures affects the actually measured Is,
compared to the critical current.

2.3.3 Equilibrium quasiparticle poisoning model

The 2e periodic gate modulation of the charge transport through the Cooper-pair transistor is
strongly affected by the presence of unpaired quasiparticles on the transistor island which can
smear out the 2e periodic gate modulation of the switching current, an effect called "quasi-
particle poisoning". In principle one is faced with two types of excitations, one of which
is nicknamed "equilibrium quasiparticles". This type is due to thermal excitation of Cooper
pairs and thus the number of equilibrium quasiparticles vanishes if the temperature is low
enough. In practice, in most cases quasiparticles can be observed even at the lowest tem-
peratures when thermal excitations can be ruled out. This type of quasiparticles are nicknamed
"non-equilibrium quasiparticles". The origin of this excitation is not well-known up to date. In
the following, we will discuss briefly the model dealing with equilibrium quasiparticles, while
leaving the discussion on non-equilibrium quasiparticles to Chap. 5.

The phenomenon of equilibrium quasiparticle poisoning has been studied both theoretically
and experimentally by many groups around the world (Joyez et. al., 1994; Joyez, 1995; Amar
et. al., 1994; Ågren et. al., 2002; Averin and Nazarov, 1992; Lu et. al., 1996; Tuominen et. al.,
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2 Theoretical background

Figure 2.17: (Ågren et. al., 2002) The upper graph shows the lowest energy bands for even
parity (dotted lines) and odd parity parity (dashed lines). The lowest energy for odd parity is
lifted by D(H,T ), compared to the lowest energy for even parity. The lower graph shows the
critical currents for both parities (dotted for even and dashed for odd). The solid line shows the
respecting critical current (It is even parity at some ranges of the gate voltage but switches to
odd parity at the other ranges.)

1993, 1992; Matveev et. al., 1993). This model suitable for describing the equilibrium quasipar-
ticles in a CPT considers it to be in either one of two distinct states: one called even parity (the
island is free of quasiparticles and all the electrons are paired into Cooper pairs), and another
one called odd parity (one unpaired quasiparticle on the island). The extra energy required to
have odd parity state compared to the even state on the island is given by the so-called odd-even
free energy difference (e.g. Tinkham, 1996)

D(H,T ) = ∆(H,T ) − kBT lnNeff (H,T ), (2.27)

where ∆(H,T ) is the superconducting gap andNeff the effective number of quasiparticles states
available for thermal excitation. At low temperatures Neff can be approximated by

Neff (T ) ≈ Viρn(0)
√

2π∆(H,T )kBT , (2.28)

where Vi is the volume of the island and ρn(0) is the normal density of states of aluminum. A
Cooper-pair transistor with an odd parity on the island can show supercurrent of just the same
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2.3 Single Cooper-pair transistor (CPT)

size as the one with even parity, but with a gate modulation shifted by e. Thus the critical
current is still 2e periodic in gate charge, but with the peaks at neveng = 2n.

In the ideal case, the odd/even parity is directly determined by the odd-even parity difference,
D(H,T ). IfD(H,T ) is larger than the charging energy of the island Ec, the island will be in an
even state in equilibrium. If D(H,T ) is smaller than the charging energy Ec, it is energetically
favorable for a quasiparticle to stay on the island. This odd-even parity difference is illustrated
in Fig. 2.17. The odd parity results in dips in the critical current versus gate charge which is
referred to as quasiparticle poisoning regions9.

The odd-even parity can be tuned by the applied magnetic field or temperature. The su-
perconducting energy can be suppressed by the magnetic field and the D(H,T ) gradually
decreases. So when D(H,T ) slowly approaches the charging energy Ec, odd parity occurs,
at some range of the gate voltage. The original critical current peak is not showing up any
more. Instead the maximal critical current is observed at the positions when the parity switches.
D(H,T ) is reduced with increasing temperature and parity is affected as well. The crossover
temperature T ∗

0 from 2e to e periodicity is given by

T ∗
0 =

∆(H,T ∗) − Ec
kB lnNeff (T ∗

0 )
(2.29)

This model ignores external excitations, e.g. noise from the measurement electronics or black
body radiation from the 4 Kelvin stage in the cryostat are not included in this model for the
parity switching. These non-equilibrium quasiparticle excitations are a dynamic effect which
affects the switching current measurements in a more complicated way.

9 Note that full 2e periodicity can be expected even at zero temperature for Ec < δ only. This condition is supposed
to hold here.
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3 Sample preparation

The material of choice for the study of single charge transport in mesoscopic devices is alu-
minum, for several reasons:

• First of all, tunnel junctions, which are the crucial parts in all the devices investigated for
this thesis, can easily be prepared using aluminum. Tunnel barriers are formed between
two partly overlapping layers of aluminum by converting the surface of the bottom layer
to AlOx in a controlled oxygen atmosphere. Given by the nature of aluminum, this
oxidization is a self-terminating process which leads to a homogenous insulating film
without pin-holes.

• Second, the insulating barrier thickness is directly related to the oxygen pressure during
oxidization. Thus the tunneling transparency can be tuned just by varying the oxygen
pressure (e.g. Limbach, 1998).

• Last but not least aluminum becomes superconducting at 1.18 K and has a critical mag-
netic field of a few mT (e.g. Hunklinger, 2007). These properties offer the chance to
study the charge transport in mescoscopic devices at low temperatures in the normal con-
ducting as well as in the superconducting regime by switching the magnetic field on and
off.

For the realization of single charge experiments, Coulomb blockade plays a major role. A
close study of this effect requires the charge transport not to be dominated by thermal exci-
tations, i.e. Ec � kBT . As the 3He/4He dilution refrigerator used for our experiments can
be operated at temperatures well below 30 mK, fulfillment of the above equation is given for
Ec/kB ≥ 1 K. This leads to the condition C ≤ 1 · 10−15 F for the capacitance of the tunnel
contacts in our samples.

Due to the extremely thin tunnel barrier (approx. 2 nm), the contact area of the tunnel junc-
tions should be smaller than 100 × 100 nm2 to keep the capacitance of the junctions smaller
than 1 · 10−15 F, according to the simple formula for plate capacitors.

For the preparation of our samples we therefore apply a method which by now has become
a standard procedure (Niemeyer, 1974; Fulton and Dolan, 1987). Our process is based on
two techniques: optical and electron beam lithography. We chose the combination of both to
optimize speed and resolution. On the one hand optical lithography is fast but cannot achieve
the dimensions described above. For this purpose e-beam lithography is needed. On the other
hand macroscopic connections of the devices to the measurement setup are required. Creating
these by electron beam lithography is a time consuming business. Therefore it is preferable to
prepare them beforehand by optical lithography.

Works previously published in our group already give extensive descriptions of our sample
preparation technique. In the theses of Sypli and Limbach (Sypli, 1997; Limbach, 2002), a
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3 Sample preparation

a) b)

Figure 3.1: a) Mask layout for optical lithography. On each wafer of ∅ = 2 inches 16 chips of
7.5 × 8.5 mm2 are structured in a single exposure step. b) On every chip 24 macroscopic gold
pads are prepared. Always 6 of them are connected to one of the four 100 × 100 µm2 positions
for the fine structures.

detailed description of mask preparation and shadow evaporation is given. However, due to
equipment changes, further improvements have been made recently. This chapter will focus on
the new developments while keeping the explanation of the structuring steps already described
by the above mentioned theses relatively short.

3.1 Pre-structuring of macroscopic leads

The mesoscopic devices we want to study need good electrical contact to our experimental
setup. Macroscopic leads, i.e. in the range of µm to mm, are required. To prepare these, optical
lithography, which has a precision in the range of micrometers, is a time saving alternative to
the much slower electron beam writing. Fig. 3.1 shows the layout of the mask we use for optical
lithography. The substrates, 275 µm thick boron doped silicon wafers of 2 inches diameter with
a polished and thermally oxidized surface, were purchased from CrysTec. We chose so because
the 400 nm thick SiOx layer provides an insulating barrier between the silicon and the structures
prepared on top.

For the macroscopic leads, three layers of metal (Ti, Cu and Au) are evaporated thermally
onto the silicon wafers. After that, they undergo optical lithography: covering with resist by
spin coating, exposure to UV light under a mask (see Fig. 3.1 a) ) and development. The metal
is then shaped by ion etching. Finishing steps are the cutting of the wafers into 16 chips of
7.5 × 8.5 mm2 and the removal of the un-exposed resist.
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3.1 Pre-structuring of macroscopic leads

Figure 3.2: Contact between optically structured lead consisting only of gold on titanium and an
aluminum lead. A gap interrupts the electric connection due to the formation of an Au-Al-alloy.

3.1.1 Metal deposition

Before optical lithography, the sample wafers are covered with three layers of metal by thermal
evaporation. In our setup (shown in Fig. 3.3), a tungsten wire (0.1mm diameter) heated by a
current of around 3.8 A serves as a hot cathode. It forms a coil around a tungsten or tantalum
cup which contains the material to be evaporated and at the same time constitutes the anode. A
high voltage V of a few hundred volt drags the electrons from the tungsten wire towards the cup,
resulting in heating and finally evaporation of the source metal when the power P = IV is high
enough. As the metal vapor reaches the substrate, it condenses there, forming metallic layers.
For our purpose, three layers of metal are deposited: titanium, copper and gold. Titanium
provides good sticking for the subsequent metal layers. Only a very thin film of 1-2 nm is
needed. Initially a gold layer was deposited next but it turned out that it forms an alloy with
the aluminum comprising the fine structures (see Fig. 3.2), thereby cutting off the connection.
Thus we changed from gold to copper but unfortunately this led to another problem: if the
metal was covered with the MAA resist used for e-beam lithography and heated to the required
temperature of 150 °C, an insulating green layer of some copper salt formed on the optically
structured leads. In the end the best results were achieved if on top of the titanium layer around
30 nm of copper were evaporated, followed by approximately 20 nm of gold.

The evaporation takes place in a self-built chamber. It is relatively small (ca. 5 liters), so that
it can be evacuated quickly with a turbo pump to a pressure well below 10−4 Pa. Figure 3.3
shows its setup. For the copper source a thin tantalum foil is used, whereas gold and titanium
are evaporated from tungsten foil. The thickness of the evaporated metallic layers is monitored
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by measuring the frequency change of a quartz oscillator which is mounted right next to the
sample holder. 1

3.1.2 Optical lithography

For optical lithography a negative photoresist (AZ6632 mixed with PGMEA 5:1 in mass) is
applied to the wafer surface by spin coating at a speed of 5000 rpm for 90 s. Afterwards, the
resist is dried in an oven at 100 °C for 20 min ("soft baking").

In the following, the wafer is brought into hard contact with the quartz/chromium mask
shown in Fig. 3.1 using a mask aligner and exposed to the UV-light of a mercury lamp for
5 seconds. The exposed areas are washed away with a developer (AZ351B diluted with water)
in about 45 seconds. The wafer is then cleaned in three successive baths of de-ionized water and
dried with compressed air blown to its surface. Hardbaking is omitted as the etching procedure
is normally started immediately after optical lithography.

3.1.3 Ion etching

After optical lithography the parts of the metal films which are not covered by photoresist any
more are removed by ion etching. In a chamber equipped with an iongun, argon pressure is
increased to 6 · 10−2 Pa to ignite a plasma, then reduced to 3 · 10−2 Pa for stable operation. The
ion energy is set to 250 eV and the ion current to 20 mA. The removal of 80 nm of metal takes
10 min.

We found out that the removal of the photoresist is much easier when the ion-etching is done
in 20 independent steps of 30 seconds each. Therefore we guess that a continuous etching
process causes excess heating, resulting in polymerization of the resist, which makes it less
easily removable.

3.1.4 Wafer cutting

As soon as the etching process is completed, the whole wafer is deposited in a bath of pure
acetone overnight. Should this not be sufficient to get rid of the photoresist, an ultra-sonic bath
with around 50 °C is applied, until all remains are removed. Finally, every wafer is cut with a
diamond cutter into 16 chips (see 3.1), which are then processed separately by electron beam
lithography.

3.2 Preparation of fine structures

In this chapter, the preparation of the so-called fine structures will be described in detail. Elec-
tron beam lithography is used as the key technique for acquiring ultra-small devices needed for
single charge investigations. We will start with an outline of the procedure of this technique.
After that, we will explain the dose study we made to improve the layout design. Some samples

1 It is mounted as close to the sample holder as possible to keep consistency with the layer thickness on the wafer.
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I=3.83 A
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Figure 3.3: Sketch of the high vacuum evaporation chamber used for sample preparation. The
middle bottom part shows the evaporation sources. They are surrounded by a coil from tungsten
wire of 0.1mm diameter, through which a current of about 3.8 A is drawn during operation. A
voltage drop between source (anode) and tungsten wire (cathode) drags the electrons to the
source, leading to the melting and evaporation of the metal source. The left-bottom inset shows
the mechanical construction near the sample holder. The dark-blue block is the sample holder
which can be rotated along the marked axes in two directions (shown in black color in this
inset). The light-blue square marks the position where the sample is mounted. The red fan-
shaped object is the shutter attached to the ion gun. It is closed against the sample at the
beginning of evaporation to avoid the deposition of impurities from the metal source. Only
after a constant flow is achieved, which means the impurities with lower melting temperature
are almost all evaporated out, we open the shutter and start our metal deposition.
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fabricated for this work require two separate electron beam lithography steps. This good match
between these two electron beam lithography steps is crucial. The fine writefield alignment
technique especially tailored to solve this problem will be introduced in this section. We will
also briefly review the well known shadow evaporation technique for material deposit in this
part.

3.2.1 Electron beam lithography

The previous preparation of macroscopic leads on each sample chip by optical reduces the e-
beam lithography structuring time tremendously. Nevertheless, this latter method is crucial to
acquire the resolution needed for our ultra-small mesoscopic devices.

Like optical lithography, e-beam patterning requires a medium to transfer the written struc-
tures to the surface. Films of polymers whose chemical bonds can be modified by electrons are
necessary. Similar to the steps described in the previous chapter, they are applied to the sample
via spin coating, then exposed and developed. However, other than for the macroscopic leads,
the metal of choice, in our case mostly aluminum, is evaporated after e-beam lithography. In
the lift-off step we get rid of superfluous metal parts and are left with the desired fine structures.

Although the electron beam itself has a very small spread of only a few nm, the lower res-
olution limit for structuring is one order of magnitude larger. This is due to the fact that the
main exposure is not due to the primary electron beam but rather due to secondary electrons
which are generated by the collision of the incoming electrons with the resist. These secondary
electrons have a much lower mean energy and a considerably higher crosssection for cracking
the polymer chains. Thus the area exposed is determined by the mean distance over which
the secondary electrons give their power to the resist. We will discuss this effect further in the
subsection 3.2.1.2.

3.2.1.1 Procedure

For e-beam lithography, every chip is coated with a two layer system of resists, which con-
sist of polymers in solution. We chose a first film of the copolymer MMA (8.5) MAA EL11
(methylmetaacrylate-co-methylacrylate acid in 89% ethyl lactate), short MAA, and on top
polymethylmethacrylat with molecular mass 950 kg/mol, solved in 98% anisol, short PMMA
950 K. Both chemicals are dispersed on the sample surface by spin coating at 4000 rpm for 90 s
in a clean room. After each coating the sample is baked in an oven at 150 °C for 30 min to
remove the solvent. DEKTAK measurements revealed the thicknesses of MAA- and PMMA-
films to be approximately 470 nm and 220 nm, respectively.

After resist application the sample is ready for patterning with the SEM. Our e-beam lithog-
raphy is performed with a scanning electron microscope LEO 1530 equipped with the pattern
generator Elphy Plus from Raith GmbH. An additional electrically driven piezo nanostage al-
lowing a positioning of the sample with a precision of a few nm is built to the SEM. The
pattern generator drives the e-beam along the desired geometric patterns. For exposure of the
MAA/PMMA system, a beam energy of 30 keV is used. The dose D necessary to get the cor-
rect exposure for every shape is previously determined in the layout design with the help of a
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simulation program, as will be explained in the following subsection 3.2.1.2. Usually it lies
around D =300 µA·s/cm2.

The electron beam breaks chemical bonds in the polymers, thus shortening their chains. The
shorter molecules are then far better dissoluble in the developer. The e-beam dose for a proper
exposure of the copolymer is much lower than that required for PMMA. Thus the upper layer
defines the actual structures one would like to have, whilst the lower one causes a larger opening
to provide space for the shadow evaporation which will be described in section 3.2.2.

When the desired pattern has been written onto the double resist layer, it is developed in
a mixture of isomethylbuthylketon and isopropanol with a volume ratio of 1:3 for 45 s whilst
stirring with a magnet bar. To wash away the remains of the developer, the sample is put in
pure isopropanol for about a minute. Through the remaining resist mask the structures written
with the e-beam are transferred to the sample surface by evaporating the material of choice.

3.2.1.2 Dose study

As was mentioned at the beginning of this section, secondary electrons are mainly responsible
for the exposure of the polymers. They are generated in collisions of the impinging primary
electrons with the resist and the substrate. Their scattering in resist and substrate leads to
an enlargement of the exposure region defined by the primary electrons. The majority of the
electrons do not stop in the resist but rather penetrate into the substrate. Here more interaction
between the primary beam and matter happens, leading eventually to a backscattering of high
energetic electrons. The backscattering results in a larger cone of electrons penetrating the
resist from behind and causing a further exposure of considerable amount. It is responsible
for the so-called proximity effect: Smaller, isolated structures might receive insufficient dose,
while closely packed or larger structures are properly developed with the same exposure. This
effect must be taken into account in the pattern design, especially when writing small structures
in the sub-µm range.

The electron spread can be described by a point spread function (PSF ). Usually a double
Gaussian is used (e.g. Aparshina et. al., 1997), which also for our work proved fully sufficient:

PSF (r) =
1

π(1 + η)

(

1

α2
e
− r2

α2 +
1

β2
e
− r2

β2

)

(3.1)

The standard deviation of the first Gaussian, α, describes the beam spot enlargement due to
secondary electrons generated in the resist. For a beam diameter of 1 nm, a thick resist layer ( >
0.25µm) and a relatively low electron energy ( < 50 keV), the size of α depends mainly on the
resist thickness t and the beam energyEHT . Usually α is of the order of few tens of nanometers
(Broers, 1981). β is a measure for the electron spread due to backscattering of electrons from
either the substrate or the resist. The value of β is determined by the beam energy, the resist and
the substrate material. Last, η describes the ratio of the dose division between forward (α) and
backward (β) scattering (Leunissen et. al., 2004). We used a self-written simulation program
based on 3.1 to test our structure design before the actual e-beam lithography. Its application
requires the knowledge of the three parameters α, β and η explained above as well as the value
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of the base dose D0, i.e. the dose really required to develop through both layers of the resist
system.

Except for α all parameters were found experimentally by evaluating the development of
reference structures especially created to that end. However, as α is much smaller than β, and
therefore causes a comparably small spread, experimental determination is difficult. It was
therefore calculated with an empirical formula derived in (Broers, 1981), which holds under
the conditions mentioned above:

α =
(

9.64 · t(µm)
EHT (keV)

)1.75

(3.2)

For our parameters t ≈ 700 nm and EHT = 30 keV, evaluation of 3.2 yields α = 10 nm.
For the experimental determination of D0, a series of directly adjacent bars of 1 × 30 µm2 was
written. The dose increased from each bar to the next in 10% steps from 50%D to 150%D.
Thus it was guaranteed that (apart from the points near the edges) every point really received
the nominal beam dose, i.e. d = x% · D, x ∈ [50; 150]. A crucial point was the length of
the bars (30 µm), which has to be larger than 6 · β to neglect the dose loss by backscattering.
Under this conditions the dose x̃% · D for which development starts represents the base dose
D0: x̃% ·D = D0. Averaging over values received for varying D, the result was D0 = 141 µA·s

cm2

(compare 3.4). The next necessary step was to find η. The method is illustrated in 3.5:
A series of isolated (spaced 5 µm apart) dots of small size (100 × 100 nm2) is patterned with
an e-beam. The dose runs again from 50%D to 150%D for various D. For such small and
isolated features, only forward scattering determines the deposited dose d = (1−η) ·x·D. After
the sample preparation was completed, the number of squares created for each D was counted.
This gives the threshold dose D1 = x ·D above which a dot is developed, i.e. D0 ≤ (1− η) ·D.
Thus η = (D1−D0)/D0 was found to be η = 0.9. KnowingD0 and η, β can be determined with
the bars illustrated in Fig. 3.4 with a method similar to the one applied for D0. As in Fig. 3.4
d), simulation and photo are overlaid once again, this time fitting the form of the borders of the
developed areas by changing β. This yielded β = 4.0 µm.

With the determined parameters α = 10 nm, β = 4.0 µm, η = 0.9 and D0=141µA·s/cm2,
the dose factors for proper exposure of all structure components can be adjusted in the layout
process without further writing trials.

3.2.2 Shadow evaporation

After the development of the resist mask created by e-beam lithography, metal is evaporated
onto the sample in the evaporation chamber mentioned already in Sec. 3.1.1 and sketched in
Fig. 3.3. Before the metal deposition starts, the substrate surface is cleaned by plasma etching.
Argon is let into the chamber until pressure of 30 Pa is reached. We then ignite a plasma with
a power of 2 W, which is directed onto the sample surface for 2 min. The plasma burning
is confined in a plasma gun which is depicted in Fig. 3.6. This procedure greatly improves
contact formation between the optically structured gold leads and the aluminum fine structures.

The technique we use to deposit aluminum is referred to as shadow evaporation. It is sketched
in Fig. 3.7. The main idea is to evaporate material under two (or possibly more) different angles
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3.2 Preparation of fine structures

Figure 3.4: Dose study to get the base dose D0 and β for our special resist system (470 nm
MAA plus 220 nm PMMA 950 K) and substrate material (p-doped Si covered by 400 nm of
oxide). a) shows the reference structure designed for this purpose: A series of directly adjacent
bars of 1 × 30 µm2 written with from left (50%D) to right (150%D) in 10% steps increasing
dose. b) is a camera picture of the structure taken after development. c) is the corresponding
simulation. Red to green represents increasing dose, while blue on the right end corresponds
to completely developed resist and on the left end to some very low exposure. d) illustrates the
parameter fitting: simulation pictures with varying D0 were laid across the photo until the left
edges of the developed regions corresponded. The resulting base dose was D0=141µA·s/cm2.
β could only be found after the determination of η (see 3.5) by adjusting the form of the borders
of the developed area. We got β = 4.0 µm.

Figure 3.5: a) To find η, a series of 21 dots of 100×100 nm2 spaced 5 µm apart was written with
the SEM. The dose was varied from 50%D to 150%D for different values of D. b) Counting
of squares for each D gives the threshold dose D1 = x · D above which a dot is developed.
Thus η = (D1 −D0/D0) was found to be η = 0.9.
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Figure 3.6: A sketch of the plasma gun we use to clean sample surfaces by sputter erosion. a)
shows the cross-section of the gun and b) is the top-view of the cover. For operation, an argon
pressure of about 30 Pa is created in the vacuum. Then plasma is ignited by the application of
a voltage between cathode and anode. The surface of the sample which is mounted close to the
gun is cleaned by the collision of ions with the surface.

onto the resist mask. The same pattern is then transferred to the substrate at different positions,
acquiring the intended overlap between the deposited materials. For the fabrication of the single
charge transistors studied in this thesis, the following procedure is sufficient:
A first aluminum film is deposited onto the sample with the sample holder tilted by 7◦ in one
direction. Afterwards oxygen is let into the chamber to oxidize the surface of the first aluminum
film. The thickness of the oxide barrier, and hence the tunneling transparency of the junctions,
is determined by the oxygen pressure during this step, which is controlled with a PID controller.
The oxygen pressure is adjusted between 0.5 Pa and 15 Pa, depending on the intended barrier
thickness. Subsequently a second layer of aluminum is deposited with a tilt of 7◦ of the sample
holder in the opposite direction. With the chosen angles, an overlap between the first and second
aluminum layer can be formed with an insulating layer in between. Thus a tunnel junction is
created.

Finally the resist mask is removed from the sample in the so-called lift-off : The polymer
layers are dissolved in an acetone bath. At the same instant, the metal film on top is removed.
Last, the sample is cleaned in a 1:1 solution of ethanol and toluol and then spin-dried. It is now
ready to be contacted via bonding.
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Figure 3.7: A cartoon of the shadow evaporation technique. Dark grey represents the thermally
grown SiOx layer on the Si substrate. The top resist layer consists of PMMA 950 K, the second
of the copolymer MAA (compare 3.2.1.1). By changing the evaporation angle, metal can be
deposited at different positions through the openings in the PMMA/MAA system. The lift-
off removes the resist as well as the material on top, leaving only the metal condensed to the
e-beam exposed positions on the wafer.
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of the fine writefield alignment technique (see text). Left: Layout of an
entire sample chip. Middle: One of the four mark positions on the middle right side of the chip.
The usage of five marks guarantees a good recovery of the writefield expansion and rotation
parameters used in the first writing step. Right: The writing area for fine structures. Another
mark can be seen on the right side. It is used to precisely adjust the beam shift.

3.2.2.1 Fine writefield alignment

For the investigation of single Cooper-pair devices, a good filtering of quasiparticle excitations
is important. This can be achieved by placing normal metal leads close to the fine structures.
Normal metals have continuous energy levels which can be used to relax the quasiparticle
excitation states in the superconductor. The optical leads made from normal metals are located
relatively far from the actual transistors. Thus they are not sufficient to relax the quasiparticle
states excited close to the fine structure. To solve this problem, we have to put normal metal
objects closer to the transistor. This is done by fabricating normal metal squares interrupting
the superconducting leads in a separate electron beam lithography step.

Because of their relatively large size (2 × 2µm) and compact form, the normal metal boxes
are less fragile than the transistors. Therefore they are written in a first e-beam lithography step,
along with some alignment marks which enable the user to arrange the transistors in accordance
with the boxes in the second e-beam writing process (see Fig. 3.8). Alignment consists of two
steps. First, four sets of crosses are placed in the free region, which is the middle right part of
the sample chip, are written in the first e-beam step. One of these sets is scanned in the second
e-beam procedure and the writefield will be adjusted accordingly 2. Second, the beam shift has
to be adjusted precisely with respect to the structures created in the first e-beam step with the
help of another alignment cross which is situated close to the fine structure positions. With this
procedure, an accuracy of tens of nanometers can be achieved.

2 The other sets are fabricated as backups. In case one of the sets is broken, we can quickly switch to another one
for doing the fine alignment
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3.3 Results of sample preparation

3.3 Results of sample preparation

With the method described in this chapter, a large number of single electron transistors, cou-
pled single electron transistors, nanoring structures and Josephson junction arrays have been
fabricated.

In the following images, some of the samples we prepared are presented. The pictures were
taken with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Layers comprising of different metals can
be distinguished. While the darker patterns are formed by aluminum, the brighter areas are
covered with copper or gold.

3.3.1 Single electron transistors

Gold and copper were not only used for the connecting leads prepared by optical lithography.
As they are still normal conducting at low temperatures below 1.18 K, where aluminum be-
comes superconducting, they were also employed for quasiparticle traps. These are designed
as small metal squares interrupting the aluminum connections to relax the non-equilibrium
quasiparticles (see Fig. 3.9 and Fig. 3.10).

Figure 3.9: SEM picture of one of the single charge transistor samples. At the edges the
optically made connecting leads are visible. Aluminum wires forming the fine structures were
structured by e-beam lithography. They appear a bit darker. The brighter spots in the center are
gold squares for quasiparticle traps.

In Fig. 3.10 the square shaped quasiparticle traps can be distinguished clearly from the tran-
sistors. They are prepared in an extra e-beam lithography step as described in subsection
3.2.2.1:
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Figure 3.10: Zoom into the fine structure of a single charge transistor. The sample was made in
two steps: First a normal conducting metal, e.g. copper, was evaporated onto the substrate. Af-
ter another SEM writing process, aluminum was evaporated to form a nano-device interrupted
by the normal metal.

The high magnification SEM picture shown in Fig. 3.11 shows the core of a single electron
transistor sample. The overlap between the island and the connecting leads is around 40 ×
40 nm2. Thus the capacitance is small enough to give Ec � kbT (see section 2.1). Generally
the tunnel contacts we realized had capacitances between 40 aF and 300 aF and conductances
between 0.02G0 and 5G0, thus covering a wide parameter range suitable for single electron
experiments (e.g. Wallisser, 2002; Limbach, 2002).

3.3.2 Josephson junction arrays

With our elaborated sample fabrication technique, a lot of other nanodevices can be realized,
e.g. soliton samples, consisting of a series of Josephson junctions connected to each other (see
Figs. 3.13 and 3.14).

The main difficulty in the sample preparation is to keep the loop size the same for all SQUIDs.
We managed by carefully adjusting the shadow evaporation angles. In order to get 200 nm dis-
tance between material condensed on the substrate through the same opening in the resist mask,
a tilt of the sample holder of about 9◦ in both directions is used for the shadow evaporation.
Measurements on these soliton samples will be shown soon in publications of our group.
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3.3 Results of sample preparation

Figure 3.11: Zoom into the core of a single charge transistor. The island separated from the
leads via two Josephson junctions as well as the gate can be made out.

Figure 3.12: SEM picture of the 100µm×µm writing area of a soliton sample.
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Figure 3.13: SEM picture of a section of a soliton sample. In total 256 aluminum bars are
connected serially to each other via two Josephson contacts.

Figure 3.14: SEM picture focusing on an array of Josephson junctions of a soliton sample.
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The components for our measurement setup are specialized for current-voltage (I-V) measure-
ments at low temperatures. Throughout this work we use two-point probings to measure the
I-V curves. The resistance of the load line Rload is measured in advance and subtracted later
to get the I-V curve of the sample itself. At cryogenic temperatures, i.e. in the mK range, the
current through a device depends nonlinearly on the voltage drop across it. As a consequence
only parts of the nonlinear I-V curve of the sample itself can be explored depending on the
impedance of the probing source, while other features in the I-V curve are not accessible. To
recover most of the electrical properties of our devices, two main types of set-ups are used,
namely a voltage bias with a low impedance source and current bias with a high impedance
source.

For measuring our samples with different parameters in both normal conducting and su-
perconducting state, a voltage resolution of 1µV and current resolution of 100 fA is required.
Besides, the filtering of high frequencies plays a crucial role in improving the signal-to-noise
performance. Photons with frequency up to THz should be filtered because they interfere with
single charge effects via photon-assisted tunneling. Experimentally this high frequency noise
is seen as an increase of the effective temperature. A good experiment requires a filtering of
the environmental noise with a frequency up to 6 THz, which corresponds to a temperature of
300 K (Vion et. al., 1995).

Earlier works in our group were done in 3He/4He top loading dilution refrigerator, while we
are now working in a standard dilution refrigerator. The new instrument provides more space at
the lowest temperature stage, giving us the possibility to mount 10 home made copper powder
filters for the damping of high frequency noise. These high frequency filters are mounted in the
low temperature part of the cryostat on purpose to keep the Nyquist noise as low as possible.

In the following, the principles of our experimental setup are described at first. Then we ex-
plain our measurement electronics with the focus on a homemade amplifier whose functionality
is proved with measurement data from the experiments. Later we show in detail the filtering
of high frequency noise, including the filtering principles for powder filters, the fabrication of
powder filters and their functionality tested with our experiments.

4.1 Principles of the experimental setup

To get I-V curves at low temperatures, we use a MX400 3He/4He dilution refrigerator from
Oxford Instruments which without any wiring has a base temperature of 9mK. With our current
wiring, a base temperature below 20 mK is reached. Our samples are mounted at the bottom
of the cryostat insert. A 14 Tesla magnet with an inner diameter of 14 mm is mounted in the
cryostat. Since our cryostat is not a top-loading cryostat, changing of samples requires us to
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warm up the mixing chamber first. Due to the good functionality of the cryostat, this can be
done within one day.

Coming from a 24-pin Fischer plug mounted on top of the cryostat, 24 wire lead down to
the mixing chamber through several thermal anchoring stages. Several cables are used for a
resistance thermometer and a heater. 15 wires are RC-filtered with a C = 1nF and R between
8 and 15 kΩ. These filtered lines are connected to metal powder filters for further damping of
higher frequency noises. In total 10 of these home-made metal filters, 5 of which are made with
twisted pairs and the other 5 with single wires are implemented. The twisted pair powder filters
have the advantage of reducing the common mode noise, which enhances the performance
when they are used to current/voltage biasing our samples. The single wire copper powder
filters are used for gate bias.

Our measurements require a current resolution of 100 fA. This is difficult to achieve directly
by a very small voltage bias due to the environmental noise. Therefore specially designed
voltage dividers and amplifiers are installed as a intermediate stage between the electronics
and our samples. A promising amplifier design was developed in our group some years ago
(Wallisser, 2002). First we divide the applied voltage by a factor of 1000, so we can work
with a higher voltage with the advantage of more tolerance to the environmental noise. The
voltage signal is than transferred into current signal with a factor of 108V/A by implementing
Burr-Brown operational amplifiers.

The wires leading into the cryostat are filtered by Π-filters mounted close to the insert and
RC-filters and metal powder filters in the mixing chamber. In addition, the grounding is inten-
tionally done at only one point instead of multiple ones (on purpose to keep the same potential).
We use the sample holder which is mounted at low temperatures for another shield to avoid
blackbody radiation from being picked up by our measurement circuit. All the measurement
electronics are mounted in a rack and are only connected to the cryostat through the filtered
lines. A computer using LINUX is responsible for controlling and readout of the measurement
electronics via IEEE-Bus.

Temperature dependent measurement can also be done with our cryostat by using a resistor
mounted close to the sample as a heater. It is connected to a current source controlled by our
measurement computer. The software (PID controller) is implemented to adjust the output
of the current source. The temperature is monitored by measuring the resistance of a RuO2

thermometer which is mounted at the top of the sample holder.

4.2 Measurement electronics

As in every sensitive electrical measurement, our single charge experiments require a good
signal-to-noise performance. Noise has to be reduced as much as possible in order to have
a high quality experiment. However, in reality not all the noise can be eliminated. Some of
them is intrinsic, e.g., Nyquist (thermal) noise, shot noise and 1/f -noise1. Only the noise due

1 Shot noise in the single charge experiments originates from the fact that the current is carried by discrete charges.
1/f noise is due to background charges close to our single charge devices.
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Figure 4.1: The left graph is the simplified sketch of voltage bias setup we used in the experi-
ments. Burr-Brown operational amplifier is the essential part. A voltage bias of Vb is supplied
to the sample through a input pin of this amplifier while the current draws through the 100 MΩ
resistor. So a trans-impedance amplification magnitude of 108V/A can be achieved with this
setup. Right graph shows one of our I-V curves measured in the voltage biased setup.

to non-intrinsic reasons which is often referred to as electromagnetic environmental noise can
be reduced. A good measurement requires these environmental noise to be reduced below the
intrinsic noise level. The main contributions to environmental noise are the following:

• 50 Hz noise and its higher harmonics,

• radio frequency noise (above 200 kHz), picked up by the wiring,

• noise generated by cable vibrations in a magnetic environment,

• noise coming from sudden switches of the electronic equipments.

Noise can be fatal for our experiments. Therefore, we try to shield it as completely as possible
and use a thought-through grounding scheme. For the damping techniques, one can refer to
earlier works in our group (Sypli, 1997; Wallisser, 2002).

In our experiments, both voltage and current schemes are used. Fig. 4.1 shows the voltage
bias case and we can have a trans-impedance amplification as high as 108V/A which gives
sufficient resolution for observing most of the features in a higher voltage range, e.g., the 3e
process and strong quasiparticle tunneling at 4∆. In this case, the amplifiers and the 100 MΩ
resistor are mounted in a box next to the cryostat insert. All cables are carefully shielded and
all possible leaks are sealed by indium. With this setup, a resolution of 100 fA is reached which
corresponds in the voltage output to 10 µV.

Fig. 4.2 shows the current bias case where we supply a current through the sample and
record the voltage drop. This recovers most of the features in the low voltage range, e.g. the
supercurrent and the phase diffusion branch. We use a very large resistor in series with a
voltage source to represent a current source. Since the resistance is so large the current can
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Figure 4.2: The left graph is a simplified sketch of the current bias setup we use in the exper-
iments. A resistor with a much larger resistance compared to the sample is serially connected
to it. An applied voltage drops almost completely across the resistor. The small voltage drop
across our sample is read out with an instrumentational amplifier. The right graph shows one
of our current biased measurements.

be considered as linearly dependent on the applied voltage, ignoring the non-linear sample
impedance. As high temperature means large thermal noise (Nyquist noise), we put the resistor
in the mixing chamber to minimize it. The root mean square of this noise is in the nV range
according to the following formula:

vn =
√

4 kBTR∆f, in =
√

4 kBT∆f/R. (4.1)

The right graph of this figure shows one of our I-V curves measured by the current bias. The
blue curve is scanning from negative to positive currents while the red curve is the other way
around. We gained a clear view of the switching current and the re-trapping behavior.

4.3 Environmental noise

In the past paragraphs, we have already discussed the necessity of a good shielding against high
frequency radiation. Besides a thoroughly though shield, more things have to be considered to
guarantee the observation of single charge effects.

Single charge effects can be easily affected by thermal fluctuations. Tunneling currents can
be activated by these noises, destroying the blockade of single charge transports. Even, a small
noise signal from the warm parts of the measurement setup is already enough to smear the
tunneling effect (Martinis and Nahum, 1993). Our single electron transistors have a typical
charging energy of Ec ≈ 1kB · K. It is therefore clear that thermal fluctuations corresponding
to 1 K are not allowed and even the blackbody radiation from the 1 K stage has to be filtered.
Translating this into the frequency of photons, a noise with frequency f ≥ (kB · 1K)/h ≈
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20 GHz is enough to remove the charge blockade. So the tunneling of charges will be affected
by the high frequency electric noise along the wiring just as by the thermal noise. All the wires
connecting to the sample should be filtered, so that the voltage fluctuations from the warm parts
of the wiring will not reach the sample. Several stages of thermal anchoring will not suffice.
Thermal anchors, which are done by making a good thermal contact to the cold parts of the
cryostat, will damp the phonons carried by the crystal lattices, but not the phonons carried
directly by the electrons (Vion et. al., 1995). The samples should also be put in a shielded box
to avoid any unwanted direct radiation, e. g. 4 K photons from the helium bath surrounding the
mixing chamber.

It has been calculated by Vion et al. (1995) that for a transistor with a typical charging energy
of Ec = 1 kB · K the damping should be better than 100 dB in the bandwidth between 10 GHz
and 6 THz, corresponding to a noise source with a temperature between 1 K and 300 K. The
filters should be mounted at the coldest stage of the experimental setup to damp the noise.

4.3.1 Filtering concept

Several types of filters are suitable for the damping of high frequencies at low temperatures.
The most commonly used ones are RLC on chip, lossy coaxial cable and metal powder filters.
Each has its own advantages and disadvantages. Depending on the application, one of them or
a combination of several ones can be chosen to meet different requirements.

One method for filtering the high frequency noise in the range from 20 GHz to 6 THz with a
damping factor above 200 dB was found by Zorin (1995) and Glattli et. al. (1997). The authors
recommend lossy coaxial cables which work as a distributedRC low pass filter. For high losses,
inner and outer conductor are made from highly resistive materials. In addition the resistance
displays a

√
ω-dependence at high frequencies due to the skin effect. The space between the

inner and outer conductor, which is carefully filled with a dielectric, must be small to avoid
the propagation of high frequency TM and TE modes. Glattli et al. (1997) use their home-
made coaxial cables while Zorin uses commercial Thermocoax cables from Philips. It has been
calculated by Zorin that one meter of these wires will already offer enough damping for high
frequencies if we mount the upper end at around 10 K and the last 30 cm of the wires directly at
the mixing chamber. Glattli et al. measured an effective temperature of 40 mK after using their
home-made coaxial cables while no effective temperature under 100 mK was observed without
any coaxial cable filtering.

Another method for high frequency filtering is the use of copper powder filters (Martinis
et. al., 1987). It contains several tens of centimeters of wires wound up to form a spiral and
buried in metal powders with a particle size of around 30 µm. The damping of high frequency
noises in this case can be described by the telegraph equation as for the coaxial cables. For
earlier experiments in our group this kind of filters were not installed due to the restricted
space in top-loading cryostat. The relatively large mass in the mixing chamber would also have
resulted in more difficulties for the cooling.

Fukushima and his coworkers (1997) investigated the damping properties of cooper pow-
der filters, including cooper powder filters and stainless steel powder filters, and commercial
Thermocoax cables at different temperatures up to 20 GHz. They reported that the stainless
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.3: Construction of filters: (a) the fabrication of the rod; (b) wiring cables around the
rod; (c) cover with more mixture; (d) coated with a brass tube; (e) close both ends with a brass
hat; (f) use a droplet of silver paste to close the gap.

steel powder filter with a particle size of 30 µm has the best performance at all temperatures.
But since their damping factor is not really high and barely goes above 80 dB, it is danger-
ous to rely on this conclusion for the construction of the filtering stage. Bladh et al. (2003)
compared different types of RCL filters, coaxial cable filters and metal powder filters and they
recommended that a broadband filtering of dc lines can be achieved by combining filters like
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RC, RCL, or LC with Thermocoax or powder filters to cover a frequency range as wide as
possible. In our case, a combination of RC and copper/silver powder filters is used.

4.3.2 Metal powder filter fabrication

Metallic powder filters have the lowest DC resistance of all high frequency filters discussed so
far. We have chosen this concept for our setup because it gives us the highest flexibility for
different types of experiments. The cooling power of our fridge is relatively large (400 µW at
100 mK) so that the mass which has to be cooled does not prohibit the application of several
metal powder filters in parallel.

The grains in a metal powder filter lead to damping of high frequency signals running along
the inner conducting wire. This is due to a capacitive coupling between grains and the wire
which yield to displacement currents running due to skin effect in a thin surface layer of the
grain. This displacement current is subjected to dissipation which grows as the surface layer
gets thinner with increasing frequency. Similar to a lossy coaxial cable, the damping thus
scales as

√
ω. The transmission line picture is well suited for describing the powder filters, just

as shown in Fig. 2.7.
Since their invention, copper powder filters have gained a lot of popularity among the single

charge effect community. Many proposals are raised by different groups, according to their
type of cryostat and experiment. We are heading for the single charge effect in the normal-
and superconducting regime with an Oxford MX400 cryostat. This requires 15 wires leading
to the mixing chamber with all of them filtered by metal powder filters. Although the space
available for mounting the metal powder filters is not really small, such a big amount of filters
still constrains the size of each individual one. The efficency of powder filters depends on the
length of wire which is surrounded by the metal powder. Thus one should try to wrap as long
wires as possible in a limited room while avoiding direct coupling between different parts of
the wires.

For the fabrication of our metal powder filters we use the epoxy STYCAST 1266 and a copper
and silver alloy powder mixture with mass ratio of 28:72 copper and silver. The maximum
powder grain size is 5 µm, providing as much surface area as possible. Epoxy and powder were
mixed with a volume ratio of 1:1 to guarantee a high concentration of metal powder. Afterwards
this mixture is put into vacuum for de-airing. This procedure removes little bubbles of air, to
avoid degasing in the cryostat during operation. Then the mixture is put into a plastic tube with
an inner diameter of 8 mm to form a rod. After hardening of the epoxy and removal of the
tube, the rod is cut into small pieces of 5 cm length each and each piece is threaded as shown in
Fig. 4.3a. A varnish-coated copper wire with a diameter of 0.1 mm is wound along the thread
tightly. The wire ends through small holes drilled on both ends of the rod, see Fig. 4.3b. The
double wire version to minimize magnetic pickup noise is also prepared this way. The rod is
then put into a brass tube and extra epoxy/metal powder mixture is injected to fill the gaps
inside the tube, as we can see in Fig. 4.3d. An inside look at the rod is shown in Fig. 4.3c. Then
we cover both ends of the tube with a droplet of silver paste to avoid cross talking between the
ends. Because of the good controllability of the construction, a total length of 150 cm of wire
can be reached, leading to a good skin effect damping of high frequency noise.
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Figure 4.4: The damping of the filters measured at 4.2 K at IMS: (a) linear scale; (b) logarithmic
scale. For the frequency range above 10 GHz, damping becomes higher than the noise level
of our measurement device. Therefore a real damping factor cannot be determined for these
frequencies.
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Figure 4.5: Conductance measurement of a normal conducting SET at a small bias voltage in
the temperature range from 20 mK to 2 K. The conductance modulates with the gate voltage
and for a given temperature is bound by Gmin and Gmax. Gmin and Gmax are measured with
increasing temperature (red) and decreasing temperature (blue) separately. The inset shows the
data on an enlarged temperature scale. One sees a slight discrepancy of red and blue points
for the maximal conductance branch. This is due to the fact that a certain relaxation time is
needed for the transistor to reach thermal equilibrium. The effective temperature for blue points
is always a bit higher than the effective temperature for red points at the same environment
temperature, thus leading to a more pronounce transport of charges.

4.3.3 Filtering effectiveness

An experimental study of the metal powder filters was done by our colleagues from Institut für
Mikro- und Nanoelektronische Systeme (IMS), KIT. A metal powder filter was put into a well
shielded copper box with both ends connected to SMA collectors. With the help of a network
analyzer (Agilent Technologies E8361A), the damping of the filter in a frequency range up to
10 GHz was measured both at room temperature and 4.2 K. As expected, a good damping was
observed at high frequencies due to the skin effect of the metal powder. Fig. 4.4 shows our
measured attenuation at 4.2 K.

The damping in the frequency range from 10 GHz to 6 THz at low temperatures is very
important, but cannot be measured directly using the network analyzer. Wallisser et. al. (2002)
have described that the conductance measurement of the single electron transistor is actually
a good method to study the filtering. We know that the effective temperature of the electrons
depends strongly on the filtering of environmental noise. If any high frequency noise is present,
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one has no chance to get a sufficiently low effective temperature of the electrons. The linear
response conductance is a periodic function of the gate voltage (see Sec. 2.1). It is bound
by a minimal conductance Gmin at Vg = ne/Cg and a maximal conductance Gmax at Vg =
(n+ 0.5)e/Cg. Gmin and Gmax are shown as a function of temperature in Fig. 4.5. The behavior
is governed by the sequential tunneling model (see Sec. 2.1.1), but with strong co-tunneling
contributions (see Sec. 2.1.2). The latter is a very complex process and no explicit formula can
be found to describe it. As shown by Wallisser et. al. (2002), the path-integral Monte Carlo
calculations can reproduce his experimental observations. For very small bias voltages at low
temperatures, the maximum conductance Gmax should fall off proportional to gln(βEc/π).

Fig. 4.5 shows the data of the minimum and maximum conductance depending on the tem-
perature. One sees that maximum conductance of the SET scales logarithmically with the
temperature, which fits well the formula gln(βEc/π) even down to around 50 mK. As the tem-
perature goes down further, Gmax still decreases. This observation is a clear evidence that our
metal powder filters do work, and we can reach the effective temperature required for single
charge experiments (Wallisser et. al., 2002).
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In this chapter the main results of measurements on single Cooper pair transistors are presented.
All the measurements were done in our 3He/4He dilution refrigerator at IFP, FZK.

Single charge transistor has been studied extensively (Ingold and Nazarov, 1992; Joyez,
1995; Tuominen et. al., 1993; Amar et. al., 1994; Lu et. al., 1996; Joyez et. al., 1994; Geerligs
et. al., 1990; Aumentado et. al., 2004). Due to the realization of charge qubits based on sin-
gle Cooper pair boxes, more efforts have been directed to the research on single Cooper pair
transistors in order to understand the basic physical properties of this type of devices. Theoret-
ically, it is expected that the charge transport at small bias on the single Cooper pair transistors
is 2e-periodic in the gate charge. But many experiments observed e-periodic behavior which
has been attributed to the poor filtering of the measurement setup. But even with good filter-
ing, many experiments still yielded e-periodic behavior. Today it is common belief that all
experimental results are plagued by the presence of spurious quasiparticles which cannot be
explained by the equilibrium quasiparticle poisoning model presented in Sec. 2.3.3. But the
origin of quasiparticles is unclear up to day.

We first studied the charge transport at higher bias voltages which is more complicated com-
pared with the charge transport in the single electron transistors. In the single electron transistor,
the current is mainly caused by sequential tunneling of electrons while in the single Cooper pair
transistors, different mechanisms get involved. The dynamic processes include the Josephson
effect and quasiparticle tunneling. Both contribute to the current flow through the device.

The first part of this section describes the analysis of the normal conducting and supercon-
ducting measurements for obtaining the device parameters such as the charging energy Ec and
the normal-state conductance g which is according to Eq. 2.3 related to the Josephson energy Ej
by Ej = ∆hg/8e2. Observations at finite voltage bias are looked into carefully in the next part.
Finally results on the switching current are presented. Some 2e-periodic as well as e-periodic
data are given with an effort to explain the reason for the different behavior.

5.1 Parameter characterization

5.1.1 Analysis of the normal conducting IV curves

Normal conducting IV curves of the samples are measured for the purpose of parameter charac-
terization. The sequential tunneling model predicts that the high-voltage part of the IV curves
approaches asymptotically a straight line. The asymptotes at positive and negative voltages
are separated by twice the threshold voltage Vth. For a SET in a low-ohmic environment, this
threshold voltage is connected to the charging energy by

Vth = 2Ec/e. (5.1)
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Figure 5.1: IV curve of sample 81III in the normal conducting state (T = 25mK, B = 1T)
used for parameter characterization. The dotted line is the measured curve and red solid line is
the fitted curve. Inset: Red one shows the IV curve for the same sample where the Coulomb
blockade is lifted and green one is with the full blockade.

The slope of the asymptotes equals the serial conductance of the two tunneling contacts.
In our SET layout, only the serial conductance can be measured. An important parameter

called coupling strength and defined as

α =
G‖

G0
, (5.2)

is inaccessible. Here G‖ = G1 + G2, the determination of which requires the knowledge
of the conductances of individual contacts, while in our layout only the serial conductance
Gs = G1G2/(G1 +G2) can be determined. Wallisser (2002) remedies this deficiency by defin-
ing a layout with four tunnel junctions connected to the island through individual leads. By
measuring conductances along different routes and with a little help of algebra the individual
tunnel conductances can be evaluated. The device can still be used as transistor by connecting
two contacts in parallel to source and drain, respectively. However, we didn’t try this layout for
this work because of its higher complexity. Therefore in this work the coupling strength can
not be directly measured.

It has also been pointed out by Schäfer et. al. (2007) that the slopes of the IV characteristic
at large positive and negative bias voltage approach a constant value rather slowly for several
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5.1 Parameter characterization

reasons, which limits the determination of the sequential conductance to an accuracy of about
5%. For the discussion of our transistor properties, however, this accuracy is sufficient. Fig. 5.1
is an example for the fitting of the normal conducting IV curve for sample 81III within the
sequential tunneling model. It yields a charging energy Ec = 150µeV and a serial conductance
G = 8.02µS.

The IV curves of the SET is modulated periodically by the gate voltage Vg which shift the
island electrostatic energy by an amount ∆E = (2Ec/e)CgVg, see Sec. 2.1. The inset of Fig. 5.1
shows the IV dependence for sample 81III for two different gate voltages. At the so-called linear
response regime where the bias voltage is very small, the red curve has a full lifted Coulomb
blockade and green one has a full Coulomb blockade. This small voltage bias regime is of
special interest due to the minimized self-heating of the transistors (Schäfer et. al., 2007). At
elevated temperatures the conductance does not depend on the gate voltages Vg. Still, it is
renormalized due to the Coulomb blockade in the linear-response regime. The conductance
can be described by the formula

g

g0
= 1 −

Ec
3kbT

+
c

T 2
. (5.3)

It has been reported by Wallisser (2002) that the charging energy obtained in this way is much
more accurate than the one achieved by the sequential tunneling model. In our dilution refrig-
erator, we do not have easy access to the required temperature range. A good alternative is
to judge the charging energy directly from the superconducting measurements, see Sec. 5.1.2.
Since we are more interested in the superconducting properties of our transistors, it makes more
sense to get the charging energy directly from superconducting measurements.

5.1.2 Superconducting measurement analysis

The IV characteristics of the transistors in the superconducting state can be measured simply by
removing the applied magnetic field which is used for the suppression of the superconductivity,
see Sec. 2.3. Typical voltage bias IV measurements are shown in Fig. 5.2. The inset of Fig. 5.2
shows the supercurrent branch close to zero bias, see Sec. 2.3.2. At bias voltages 400µV<
|V | <800µV, the current is mostly caused by the Josephson quasiparticle cycle, which leads to
a relatively large current, in comparison with the features below |V | <400µV (These features
can not be resolved at the current scale of Fig. 5.2). At |V | > 800µV, quasiparticle tunneling
leads to the main contribution of the current and the device behaves similarly to its normal
conducting counterpart.

As explained in Sec. 2.3.1.2 and Sec. 2.3.1.5, the superconducting sub-gap features give us
several possibilities for the characterization of the sample parameters. 1

Our samples spread over a wide parameter range. Some samples have more transparent barri-
ers which means a higher coupling to the leads. Voltage biased measurements give pronounced

1 The charging energy determined from superconducting measurements in such a manner, Es
c , differ from the

charging energy determined in the normal conducting state via procedures described in Sec. 5.1.1, En
c , due to virtual

electron-hole excitations. Using lowest order perturbation theory, the following relation between the two charging
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Figure 5.2: I-V measurement using the voltage bias on sample IX: Curves at different gate
voltage spanning the period in 2e/Cg are superimposed. The Josephson quasiparticle (JQP)
peaks are marked , as well as the 4∆ point. The inset shows the enlarged region around zero
bias where the supercurrent branch can be clearly visible. The nominal temperature of this
measurement is T = 25mK.

resonant Cooper pair tunneling peaks, especially for the third order resonant peak (marked with
red lines in Fig. 5.3). For some of the measurements, even the fifth order resonance peak can
be observed clearly. Making a contour plot of current as a function of gate voltage Vg and bias
voltage V gives clear lines due to these resonances. As has been shown in Fig. 2.13, the two
adjacent third order Cooper pair tunneling lines cross each other at a bias voltage V close to
4Ec/3e and the two adjacent fifth order Cooper pair tunneling lines cross each other at a bias
voltage V close to 4Ec/5e. Taking these points for the determination of the charging energy Ec

energies can be achieved (Joyez et. al., 1997; Bouchiat, 1997; Wallisser, 2002)

Es
c

En
c

= 1 −
α

π2
Γ(
Ec
∆

), (5.4)

where

Γ(x) = x

∫∞

0
u2K2

1 (u) exp(−xu)du (5.5)

andK1 is the modified Bessel function of second kind and first order. ∆ is the superconducting energy for aluminum
which is around 200µeV and α is the coupling strength defined in Eq. 5.2. En

c can be as much as 50% larger
than Es

c for large couplings (which implies large Josephson energies). In our work, we focus ourselves on the
superconducting properties which is directly linked to the superconducting charging energy Es

c . From here on, all
the Ec presented are Es

c .
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Figure 5.3: Contour plot of the current through the transistor at T = 25mK in the supercon-
ducting state as a function of the bias voltage V and gate voltage Vg for sample 94III. Different
curves in this contour plot represent different constant current values with two adjacent currents
differ by 3.2%. The largest current peaks have a magnitude of around 200pA at the bias volt-
age of V = 200µV. Resonant Cooper pair tunneling curves are used for obtaining the charging
energy Ec. Red lines mark third order resonance in one period which crosses at around 4Ec/3e
and blue lines mark fifth order resonance in the same period which crosses at around 4Ec/5e.
Detailed current values are shown in Fig. 5.31.

gives us an uncertainty of only a few percent (Joyez, 1995), which is sufficient for the discus-
sion of physical properties in the rest of the work. Some other samples have thicker junction
barriers and the resonant Cooper pair tunneling peaks are not any longer pronounced enough
for a precise determination of the charge energy. However, the current peaks induced by the
JQP cycle and DJQP cycle (see Sec. 2.3.1.2 and Sec. 2.3.1.3) yields quite sufficient resolution
for the determination of the charging energy Ec.

Fig. 5.3 shows the contour plot of current in the plane of bias voltage V and gate voltage Vg.
All the structures in this figure are e-periodic, meaning both even and odd parities have nearly
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Figure 5.4: Contour plot of the current through the transistor at T = 25mK in the supercon-
ducting state as a function of the bias voltage V and gate voltage Vg for sample 81III. Current
peaks due to Josephson quasiparticle cycles are used for obtaining the charging energy Ec. Red
lines mark two adjacent quasiparticle cycle lines in one period which crosses at around 4Ec/e
and blue dot marks the DJQP cycle which happens 2Ec/e. Detailed current values are shown
in Fig. 5.17.

equal weight for this sample. The current peaks can be grouped into lines with clearly different
slopes. These lines are related to different order RCPT events. Red lines mark two adjacent
third order RCPT features. They cross each other at the bias voltage V = 133µV. Using the
formula

V =
4Ec
3e

= 133µV, (5.6)

we get the charging energy Ec = 100µeV. Blue lines mark two adjacent fifth order RCPT
features. They cross each other at bias voltage V = 82µV. Using the formula for fifth order

V =
4Ec
5e

= 82µV, (5.7)

we have a charging energy Ec = 103µeV, which is consistent with the third order result.
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Sample RN CΣ ∆ Ej Ec I0 Ec/Ej traps
kΩ fF µeV µeV µeV nA

70I 37.3 0.47 201 34.8 169 16.9 4.86 Cu/Au
70Ib 34.0 0.52 205 38.9 155 18.9 3.98 Cu/Au
73II 10.5* 1.11 204 125 72 61 0.57 Cu/Au
81II 148.4 0.46 215 9.34 174 4.55 18.6 Cu/Au
81III 124.8 0.51 215 10.9 164 5.33 14.3 Cu/Au
82IIIa 30.6 0.54 200 42.2 125 20.5 2.96 Cu/Au
82IVa 32.5 0.55 200* 39.7 135 19.3 3.4 Cu/Au
82IVb 25.3 0.69 200 49.6 114 24.8 2.27 Cu/Au
94I 24.6 0.53 190 49.8 150 24.3 3.01 Pd/Au
94III 22.6 0.58 188 53.7 103 26.1 2.59 Pd/Au

Table 5.1: Collection of the important parameters of the measured samples.

Fig. 5.4 is the contour plot of current as a function of the bias voltage V and gate voltage Vg
for sample 81III. We can see current peaks falling on lines in the V /Vg-plane in the bias voltage
range from 0.6mV to 0.84mV. These peaks are due to the Josephson quasiparticle cycle. Red
lines mark two adjacent Josephson quasiparticle cycle lines which cross each other at around
0.66mV. From our discussion in Sec. 2.3.1.2, we easily have 4Ec = 660µeV, yielding a charging
energy of 165µeV. This is quite consistent with the DJQP point which is marked in Blue in
Fig. 5.4, which happens at a bias voltage of 2Ec/e =328µV, giving a charging energy 164µeV.

The superconducting energy gap ∆ can also be determined from the superconducting IV
measurements. In Fig. 5.4, above the voltage 0.86mV, quasiparticle tunneling leads to the
main current contribution. This means the bias voltage V is large enough to overcome the su-
perconducting energy gaps of both left and right junctions. So from this condition, we have
4∆ = 860µeV, leading to an energy gap ∆ = 215µeV. There might be a slight different height
of the superconducting energy gaps for the electrodes which are formed during different evap-
oration steps. This can only be done by studying the superconducting energy gap of separately
fabricated electrodes.

5.1.3 Sample parameters

The main characteristics of the samples are given in table 5.1. All the charging energies Ec
presented in this table are obtained from the superconducting measurements by studying the
resonant Cooper pair tunneling peaks and Josephson quasiparticle cycle peaks. The supercon-
ducting Ec applies more directly for the studying of our devices in their superconducting states.
The normal state serial resistance RN is obtained by fitting the IV characteristics of the nor-
mal state measurements with the sequential tunneling model. Since our sample layout doesn’t
allow for the individual resistance measurement of each junction, we assumed both junctions
in the transistors to be identical. The critical current I0 of each junction and the Josephson
coupling energy Ej of each junction are calculated by using the Ambegaokar-Baratoff formula
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I0 = π∆/2eRN and Ej = gN∆/8 where gN = GN/G0. The superconducting energy gap ∆
is directly obtained from the 4∆ positions around 800µeV where quasiparticle tunneling starts
to dominate.

All the samples we measured have normal metal leads fabricated close to the tunnel junctions
to prevent quasiparticle poisoning, see Fig. 3.9. The first few quasiparticle traps are made
from Au/Cu alloy. The later ones are fabricated with Au/Pd alloy to increase the efficiency of
quasiparticle damping.

The normal conducting IV characteristics are measured for most samples except for sample
73II. So the normal resistance RN for 73II is obtained by calculating the slope of the super-
conducting IV curve when V > 4∆/e where the effect of the superconducting energy gap is
overcome and the current is caused by quasiparticle tunneling. For sample 82IVa, we only
measured the current in the bias range from -250µV to 250µV. So we can only assume a super-
conducting energy gap ∆ =200µeV which is the energy gap for the other two samples on the
same chip.

5.2 Voltage bias measurements

5.2.1 Results

In this section we present our experimental data obtained with the voltage bias setup. A typ-
ical IV measurement as shown in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 comprises 300 IV curves, taking at
different values at fixed gate voltages. Each IV curve is recorded in five minutes by setting V
to 300 different values and measuring the resulting current with our transimpedance amplifier
(see Chap. 4). The output voltage of this analog amplifier is recorded with an Agilent 3458A
digital multimeter with an aperture of 100µs. Other measurements presented in this section are
obtained in a similar way.

In all cases, we present the same data in two plots side by side given a 3D perspective on one
hand and a 2D false color projection on the other hand. The color coding gets apparent from
the 3D plot. In many cases, tiny features in the sub-gap region (which we code by a grayish
color) are difficult to resolve by pure color coding. We therefore apply a pseudo illumination
technique to the 3D data in the following way. The gradient of the 3D plane is calculated
and the scalar product with a constant vector is calculated and the color saturation is adjusted
according to the resulting value. This method turns out to be very efficient to make even the
slightest current feature clearly visible.

Most of the figures show a well-known phenomena. From time to time, the periodicity in
Vg is disturbed by sudden jumps in phase. They result from the rearrangement of background
charges coupling capacitively to the transistor island. These background charges thus give a
contribution to n0, offsetting it slightly with respect to the simple formula in App. A. Amaz-
ingly, we find in our experiments most of the time small contributions. In case of a jump in n0,
we regularly observed a tendency to jump back to the original location. In this respect, sample
81II is a rare exception.

All the measurements are done at the base temperature of our cryostat T ∼ 25mK. Mea-
surement data on ten samples are presented which were taken in a time span of roughly one
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5.2 Voltage bias measurements

year. Our samples have charging energies varying between 72µeV and 174µeV. The Josephson
coupling energies span a broader range between 9µeV and 54µeV. The superconducting gaps
are all close to 200µeV. In the voltage bias setup, all the sub-gap features are e-periodic. Only
the superbranch of sample 94I show clear signs of 2e-periodicity.
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Figure 5.5: Another 3D plot of the measured current I as a function of bias voltage V and gate
voltage Vg for sample 70I.

Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 show our measurement data for sample 70I. This is one of the first
samples we fabricated and the measurements were done during our measurement setup opti-
mization process. We cannot observe pronounced sub-gap features besides the JQP cycle. The
weaker processes might be obscured by environmental noise.
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5.2 Voltage bias measurements

Figure 5.6: The same data as shown in Fig. 5.5 for sample 70I plotted in the 2-dimensional
V /Vg-plane.

The peaks observed at |V | ∼340µV and 680µV represent the DJQP singular points and the
crossing of the JQP lines, respectively. These features are used to derive Ec =170µeV. They
are more robust than other sub-gap features against noise because the current is bottlenecked
by the Cooper pair tunneling which can only happen when the resonant condition is fulfilled.
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Figure 5.7: 3D plot of the measured current I as a function of bias voltage V and gate voltage
Vg for sample 70Ib.

Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 show the measurement data of sample 70Ib which is fabricated on the
same chip as sample 70I. Because sample 70 and sample 70Ib are made by the same process,
they have very similar characteristics. The DJQP peaks for sample 70Ib are at the bias voltage
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5.2 Voltage bias measurements

Figure 5.8: The same data as shown in Fig. 5.7 for sample 70Ib plotted in the 2-dimensional
V /Vg-plane.

V =310µV which gives the charging energy Ec =155µeV. The current peaks at 4Ec which are
due to the crossover of adjacent Josephson quasiparticle cycle lines are also consistent with the
Ec value obtained from DJQP. The superconducting energy obtained from the 4∆ positions is
205µeV.

We have a slightly improvement on the noise performance of this sample: the 3e process
can be seen clearly in this measurement. In Fig. 5.8, this happens at the voltage range between
270µV and 370µV. The improved quality of this measurement is due to an upgrade in the
grounding scheme of our room-temperature setup.
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Figure 5.9: Another 3D plot of the measured current I as a function of bias voltage V and gate
voltage Vg for sample 70Ib.

Fig. 5.9 shows the measured current through the transistor 70Ib as a function of the bias
voltage and gate voltage for the same sample as Fig. 5.7. These data are taken for a reduced
bias voltage range -75µV< V <75µV and provide a closer look at the supercurrent branch.
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Figure 5.10: The same data as shown in Fig. 5.9 for sample 70Ib plotted in the 2-dimensional
V /Vg-plane.

We clearly see a e-periodic modulation of the peak height. The overall peak height of around
100pA is well below the predicted switching current.

Fig. 5.10 shows the same data as Fig. 5.9. A series of horizontal parallel lines can be seen
in this figure. We could not identify the origin of these lines, but attribute them to an unknown
noise source, presumably related to interference with RF radiation.
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Figure 5.11: 3D plot of the measured current I as a function of bias voltage V and gate voltage
Vg for sample 73II.

Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12 show the measured current of sample 73II. From this measurement
on, we installed low temperature load resistances to reduce the Nyquist noise. Each sample is
equipped with a high valued resistor which can be used to current bias the device in parallel
with a lower valued resistor (R ∼ 8kΩ) which can be used either as voltage bias lead or as a
voltage tap (in the voltage bias mode, the high resistor can be used for this purpose). As can be
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Figure 5.12: The same data as shown in Fig. 5.11 for sample 73II plotted in the 2-dimensional
V /Vg-plane.

seen from the figures, this new setup gives us considerable improvement.
Sample 73II behaves differently than all other samples presented here. Presumably, the sam-

ple had larger tunneling contacts which lead to a reduced resistance (and larger Ej) as well
as larger capacitances (and smaller Ec). The smallness of Ec results in a shifting of JQP and
DJQP to lower bias voltages. The ridges at 400µV and 800µV are due to the onset of Andreev
reflection related transport and the usual quasiparticle tunneling process. The latter feature does
not show any noticeable gate dependence which again can be explained by the large Josephson
coupling strength.
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Figure 5.13: 3D plot of the measured current I as a function of bias voltage V and gate voltage
Vg for sample 81II.

Big improvement was made for the measurement of sample 81II. We installed capacitors
between our sample and the low temperature resistors, thus forming a cold RC filter of band-
width 10kHz. By doing so, we effectively reduced low frequency noise contributions which are
below the cutoff frequency of our metal powder filters. The improvement can be seen clearly
in Fig. 5.13 which depicts the results of sample 81II. JQP lines, DJQP peaks, sequential quasi-
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Figure 5.14: The same data as shown in Fig. 5.13 for sample 81II plotted in the 2-dimensional
V /Vg-plane.

particle tunneling thresholds, and 3e features are well resolved and rather sharp.
In the measurement present in Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16, we focus on the minus voltage bias

side between -1.4mV and -0.2mV. The reduced bias range gives us higher resolution and nu-
merous current features get more pronounced.

From the small voltage bias side, we can see the DJQP features at bias voltage V = −347µV
in Fig. 5.16. Close to these points, current ridges form white lines with a characteristic slope
which identifies them as 3e processes.

Another interesting feature in this plot is the JQP ridge lines. Fulton et. al. (1989) gives the
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Figure 5.15: Another 3D plot of the measured current I as a function of bias voltage V and
gate voltage Vg for sample 81II.

limit that JQP happens for 2∆+Ec < |eV | < 2∆+3Ec. As stated in Sec. 2.3.1.2, it is normally
assumed that an upper boundary for the JQP process exists and is given by the crossing of the
Cooper pair resonance line with the quasiparticle tunneling ridge. Most experiments confirm
this assumption which rely on the fact that a running JQP cycle requires a certain charge state to
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Figure 5.16: The same data as shown in Fig. 5.15 for sample 81II plotted in the 2-dimensional
V /Vg-plane.

be stable. Above the quasiparticle threshold, the resonant state is unstable against decaying to
an adjacent quasiparticle charge state in which the resonant condition is not fulfilled any more.
The extension of the JQP line across this border indicates relatively low quasiparticle rates, so
as to make it possible to leave the cycle running for a considerable time.
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Figure 5.17: 3D plot of the measured current I as a function of bias voltage V and gate voltage
Vg for sample 81III.

Measurements on sample 81III do have an even higher quality, presumably due to differences
in the wiring lines. The most interesting features are related to 3e processes. First of all, the
usual current onset can be observed in Fig. 5.18 as zigzag line aligned with the DJQP singular
points just below 400µV. In addition, and surprisingly, we find a further zigzag line at higher
bias aligned with the lower bias crossing of the JQP. We are going to discuss this feature in
Sec. 5.2.2.
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Figure 5.18: The same data as shown in Fig. 5.17 for sample 81III plotted in the 2-dimensional
V /Vg-plane.
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Figure 5.19: 3D plot of the measured current I as a function of bias voltage V and gate voltage
Vg for sample 82IIIa.

The tunneling barriers of sample 82IIIa are thinner comparing with 81III due to the lower
oxygen pressure during the oxidation step. So the Josephson coupling energy Ej is larger for
this sample, which yields quite different current features as a function of the bias voltage and
gate voltage, see Fig. 5.19 and Fig. 5.20. Although current peaks at V =290µV and V =600µV
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Figure 5.20: The same data as shown in Fig. 5.19 for sample 82IIIa plotted in the 2-dimensional
V /Vg-plane.

which are due to DJQP and JQP cycles are still visible for this sample, the line defined by the
JQP cycle ridges can not be seen any more from these figures.

Instead, sub-gap features which are in the voltage bias range below the DJQP feature are
observed in Fig. 5.20. Some of these features below the voltage bias 200µV represent the
resonant Cooper pair tunneling. This is the first time that we observed these features. Slightly
above the RCPT but below the DJQP, we have further current features which might be due to
higher order tunneling processes. Also clearly visible are the 3e features in the bias voltage
range from 270µV to 370µV. we see also clear direct line independent on gate voltage Vg at the
bias voltage V around 400µV, of yet unsolved origin.
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Figure 5.21: Another 3D plot of the measured current I as a function of bias voltage V and
gate voltage Vg for sample 82IIIa.

Fig. 5.21 and Fig. 5.22 show a measurement on the sample 82IIIa, focusing on the sub-gap
features in the bias range below the DJQP. The lines of the current ridges which are clearly vis-
ible follow resonance condition for third order Cooper pair tunneling. This process is expected
to persist down to very low biases, where it merges with the maxima in the supercurrent branch
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Figure 5.22: The same data as shown in Fig. 5.21 for sample 82IIIa plotted in the 2-dimensional
V /Vg-plane.

(Joyez, 1995). In our case, they are sharply ending at the crossing point around 100µV. We will
come back to this observation in Sec. 5.2.2.
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Figure 5.23: 3D plot of the measured current I as a function of bias voltage V and gate voltage
Vg for sample 82IVa.

Sample 82IVa has similar characteristics and correspondingly measurements on this sample
(shown in Fig. 5.23 and Fig. 5.24) agree with measurements on the last page very well.
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Figure 5.24: The same data as shown in Fig. 5.23 for sample 82IVa plotted in the 2-dimensional
V /Vg-plane.
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Figure 5.25: 3D plot of the measured current I as a function of bias voltage V and gate voltage
Vg for sample 82IVb.

Compared to the last two samples, sample 82IVb has a slightly reduced conductance and
correspondingly a smaller Ej. The most prominent difference in measurements is that the
resonant lines, while still emerging from the lower crossing point, extend to higher bias beyond
the crossing at around 160µV.
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Figure 5.26: The same data as shown in Fig. 5.25 for sample 82IVb plotted in the 2-dimensional
V /Vg-plane.
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Figure 5.27: 3D plot of the measured current I as a function of bias voltage V and gate voltage
Vg for sample 94I.

The main difference between sample 94I presented on this page and the last samples is a
change in the material for fabricating the quasiparticle filters (see Chap. 3). If one compares
Fig. 5.19 with measurements on the present sample (see Fig. 5.27), one sees reasonable differ-
ences, which cannot be explained completely by the change in characteristics. The supercurrent
branch is now much more pronounced and clearly show signs of 2e periodicity2. This might

2 Pure 2e periodicity is not seen for this measurement. Instead, if we mark the gate voltage difference between
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Figure 5.28: The same data as shown in Fig. 5.27 for sample 94I plotted in the 2-dimensional
V /Vg-plane.

be due to the better filtering of the improved quasiparticle traps. But even at the position of the
DJQP and the JQP, prominent differences can be observed. This latter fact might hint to a strong
influence by the altered environmental impedance seen by the device due to high resistive parts
in the leads.

two adjacent current peaks close to zero bias with ∆Vg , two different ∆Vg values exist, 10mV and 6mV separately.
Therefore a single period becomes 16mV which indicates 2e periodicity. This is in direct contrast to the supercurrent
branch in Fig. 5.26, where ∆Vg has only one value, 8mV.
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Figure 5.29: 3D plot of the measured current I as a function of bias voltage V and gate voltage
Vg for sample 94III.

The last sample of our measurement series comprises Pd/Au quasiparticle traps as well. The
DJQP and JQP features have much in common with measurements presented on the last page.
However, we do not see any trace of 2e periodicity behavior for this device. This fact is hard to
explain. The most significant difference to sample 94I is an increased ∆/Ec ratio which should
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Figure 5.30: The same data as shown in Fig. 5.29 for sample 94III plotted in the 2-dimensional
V /Vg-plane.

be in favor of 2e periodicity.
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Figure 5.31: Another 3D plot of the measured current I as a function of bias voltage V and
gate voltage Vg for sample 94III.

The measurements presented in Fig. 5.31 focus on the RCPT features below the DJQP. In
Fig. 5.32, the fifth order RCPT lines can be clearly identified. As the third order, it does not
start at small biases, but rather at the first crossing. Note that the third order lines extend beyond
the second crossing without any sign of getting weaker.
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5.2 Voltage bias measurements

Figure 5.32: The same data as shown in Fig. 5.31 for sample 94III plotted in the 2-dimensional
V /Vg-plane.
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Figure 5.33: Color plot of the current features in the V /Vg-plane for sample 81III with the same
experimental data already showed in Fig. 5.17. Lines representing theoretically expected posi-
tions are added on top of the color plot. Red lines are the thresholds for sequential quasiparticle
tunneling. Black solid lines are the resonant positions for Josephson quasiparticle cycle. Yel-
low dashed lines are the thresholds for 3e tunneling process. Yellow dotted lines are also 3e
process (see text). Large black dots show the positions for the DJQP. Black dashed thin lines
are where first order resonant Cooper pair tunneling is resonant.

5.2.2 Discussion

In Sec. 5.2.1, we presented our experimental results in the finite voltage bias regime at the base
temperature of our cryostat. All these samples have a very similar charging energy, except for
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Figure 5.34: Color plot of the current features in the V /Vg-plane for sample 81II with the same
experimental data showed in Fig. 5.13. Lines of different color and styles represent theoretically
expected positions for different current features. They have the same meanings as in Fig. 5.33.

sample 73II which has larger tunneling contacts, resulting in larger capacitances and smaller
tunnel resistances. In the following discussion, we do not consider this sample and focus our-
selves of the main current features we have seen so far for all the other samples. The samples
have charging energies Ec ranging from 103µeV to 174µeV, the Josephson coupling energy dif-
fers from 4.55µeV to 26.1µeV. We group our samples into two types, one with large Josephson
coupling and one with small Josephson coupling. The current characteristics of our voltage bias
measurements are directly related to the charging energy Ec, the Josephson coupling energy Ej
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and the superconducting energy gap ∆.
As has been explained in Sec. 2.3.1.1 and shown in Fig. 2.13, the threshold voltage for

single electron tunneling varies zigzag like between 4∆/e and 4∆/e + 2Ec/e. In Fig. 5.33
and Fig. 5.34, we have superimposed this zigzag line in red with a measurement on sample
81III, which presents the data in the V /Vg-plane. This plane is the natural coordinate frame for
measurements. It differs from the presentation in the V/n0-plane by a shearing in n0 direction
which stems from the n0 dependence on the bias V (see App. A). The shearing has no influence
on the bias position of the sub-gap current features. Clearly seen in Fig. 5.33 and Fig. 5.34 is
an onset of current at |V | = 4∆ which is independent of Vg. This is due to the incoherent Co-
tunneling of quasiparticles, a process which preserves the island charge (Averin et. al., 1997).

In the voltage bias range below |V | < 4∆/e, many current features can be observed, a few of
which are marked in Fig. 5.33 and Fig. 5.34 for samples 81III and 81II. Thick lines and singular
black dots represents the JQP and DJQP which we observe for all our samples. Also marked is
the 3e process with a dashed yellow line, which has been reported by many authors. The dotted
yellow line on the other hand is new to us and surprising. It is clear from our measurements that
between the higher bias crossing of the standard 3e process and the lower crossing of the dotted
yellow line, no current feature aligned with the 3e resonance can be resolved. An abrupt current
increase starts after a gap of 2Ec/3. The onset at the lower crossing of the dotted yellow line is
unexpected since the correspondence to non-adjacent states. At the time-being, this process is
not well understood.

For sample 81III and 81II, the tunneling rate at the JQP cycle can be expressed by Eq. 2.18.
Using this formula, we calculate the current peak at 670µV for sample 81III and achieve I =
0.9nA. This value is completely consistent with the measured current which is around 1nA.
This confirms the conclusions of earlier works (Nakamura et. al., 1996; Pohlen et. al., 2000).
Samples with larger Josephson couplings do not show the well defined JQP peaks in the V /Vg-
plane, see Fig. 5.20, Fig. 5.28 and Fig. 5.30. These samples have a larger Cooper pair tunneling
rate and it is no longer bottlenecked by the Cooper pair tunneling. As far as we know, no
theoretical model has been given for the calculation of the JQP current in the strong Josephson
coupling regime yet.

In the voltage bias range from 2∆ and 2∆+Ec, there are several very small current features,
as one sees from Fig. 5.34. These current features are due the singularity matching effect (Man-
ninen et. al., 1997; Nakamura et. al., 1997). Our experiments are done at the base temperature
of our cryostat so the number of thermally excited quasiparticles are quite small. Therefore,
these thermally induced current features are nearly invisible.

For the samples with higher Josephson couplings, lines of enhanced current following higher
order RCPT conditions are observed, as shown in Fig. 5.35. Dotted blue lines mark the rim
of third order resonant Cooper pair tunneling currents which has a slope of one third the slope
for JQP cycles, see Fig. 2.13. However, the appearances differ from what have been observed
in earlier measurements of RCPT (Haviland et. al., 1994; Joyez, 1995). Both authors observe
resonances down to the rims of the supercurrent branch. Our resonant feature sets on sharply
at the first crossing of two adjacent RCPT resonant lines. It is worthwhile noting that the
lines which cross at these onset points belong to different parities. To be definite, we consider
the crossing point around V =85µV and Vg = −5mV in Fig. 5.35a). The rim with negative
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 5.35: Color plots of the sub-gap current features in the bias voltage range from -250µV
to 250µV for the same experimental data sets showed in a) Fig. 5.21 for sample 82IIIa; b)
Fig. 5.23 for sample 82IVa; c) Fig. 5.25 for sample 82IVb; d) Fig. 5.31 for sample 94III. Red
dashed lines are at the bias voltage |V | = 2∆/3e. Blue dashed lines are the positions for third
order resonant Cooper pair tunneling.

slope ending here might correspond to the coupling of two adjacent Cooper pair states with
even parity labeled by 0 and 2 excess electrons on the island. On the other hand, the rim with
opposite slope corresponds then to the coupling of adjacent Cooper pair states with odd parity,
labeled by -1 and 1 excess electrons. Josephson coupling does not mix states of different parity.
So it is not obvious how the resonance condition underlying the first line can set a border for
the onset of current carrying cycles along the other one.
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5.3 Current bias measurements
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Figure 5.36: Sketch show e-periodic gate dependent switching currents. Black sold curve
shows the switching current for pure even parity of the island. Black dashed curve shows the
switching current for pure odd parity of the island. Red solid line shows the possible observed
switching currents if both even and odd parities are present during one switching current event
measuring round.

In this section, we will focus on the results with the current bias setup. We apply a voltage
across a serial combination of a large bias resistor Rb and the transistor and measure the result-
ing voltage drop across the transistor, see Fig. 4.2. The bias current is then Ib = Vb/Rb. In this
setup, the transistor displays a hysteretic behavior when the current is cycled. When the cur-
rent of the source is ramped from zero, the IV characteristic first follows the superconducting
branch, and then at a given value of the bias current, it suddenly switches to a finite voltage.
The current at which it switches defines the switching current Is. It is always considerably
lower than the maximal supercurrent I0, see section 2.2.

We have shown in section 2.3.2 that the switching current for a transistor behaves quite sim-
ilar to a single Josephson junction, except for its gate dependent amplitude. We have presented
numerical calculations of the critical current, modulated by the gate-induced charge n0 and the
Ej/Ec ratio in Fig. 2.15. The gate-voltage modulation is 2e-periodic with respect to the gate
charge n0 in this plot. This 2e-periodicity originates from the even/odd parity asymmetry of the
charge states on the island. The odd charge states are lifted above the superconducting energy
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Figure 5.37: Sketch showing our ramping scheme for switching current measurement. Lower
plot is the time dependent ramping current. Upper plot shows the triggering of the voltage
across the single Cooper pair transistors. If the transistor switches to a voltage state, the bias
current is recorded as the switching current and the bias current switches back to zero.
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Figure 5.38: Switching current measured for sample 82IVb at 30mK nominal temperature with
the bias resistor put in room temperature. Line in this plot shows the theoretical switching
current curves obtained within the large friction regime of Josephson junctions. Top to bottom
of the three curves shows the switching current for 160mK, 200mK and 300mK. Inset shows
the measurement circuit.

gap for the CPT. If the charging energy Ec is smaller than the superconducting energy gap ∆,
only even parity states survive on the island, leading to the 2e behavior.

In our sample parameter range, the charing energy is around 150µeV, which is only slightly
under the superconducting energy gap ∆ of Aluminum, which is around 200µeV. This slight
energy difference leads to the susceptibility of odd parity charge states on the island, see
Sec. 2.3.3. As is shown in Fig. 5.36, the odd parity critical current is the same as the even parity
critical current but with the gate modulation shifted by one single charge. In the switching cur-
rent experiments, the availability of both even and odd states leads to two possible switching
current values. And it is clear that for slow measurements only the lower switching current can
be observed, shown in red curve in Fig. 5.36.

Fig. 5.37 shows the sketch for our switching current measurement. The bottom plot in
Fig. 5.37 shows the linear ramping of bias current at a rate of 1pA/s. As the current increases,
the transistor follows the supercurrent branch until it suddenly switches to finite voltage state.
This switching event is triggered by a voltmeter with a triggering threshold Vt, see the upper
plot in Fig. 5.37. Then the voltmeter feeds back this event to the current source and the bias
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Figure 5.39: Switching current measured for sample 82IVb at 30mK nominal temperature
with a 68MΩ bias resistor put in the mixing chamber. Lines in this plot show the theoretical
switching current curves obtained within the large friction regime of Josephson junctions. Top
to bottom of the three curves shows the switching current for 22mK, 50mK and 100mK. Inset
shows the measurement circuit.

current switches to zero. It stays for some seconds at zero bias current to relax the circuit and
then restarts the repetition again.

Fig. 5.38 and Fig. 5.39 shows the switching current for sample 82IVb. This sample has three
connecting wires to the room temperature setup. One line serves as a common ground. The two
other lines on the other side of the transistor are equipped with resistors of 15kΩ and 68MΩ
at the mixing chamber. The latter resistor is actually a RuOx resistor with a strong tempera-
ture dependent value. It was chosen by accident since it was marked wrongly as metal sheet
resistor. Only at low temperatures, we discovered its semiconductor-like resistance behavior.
In addition, the sample was shunted by a 1nF capacitance which together with the resistances
forms RC filters. We conducted two different measurements of the switching current with this
setup. First we put a 1MΩ resistor at room temperature in series with the cold 15kΩ resis-
tor, using this line for the current bias. The voltage drop was monitored between the common
ground and the low temperature 68MΩ resistor. The bandwidth of the biasing line is given by
1/(2πRC) ∼ 10kHz. The results are shown in Fig. 5.38 as red dots. The lines in the figure
represents numerical evaluations of the switching current according to Eq. 2.26 for different
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Figure 5.40: Switching current measured for sample 94I at 30mK nominal temperature with
1MΩ bias resistor put in the mixing chamber. Lines in this plot show the theoretical switching
current curves obtained within the large friction regime of Josephson junctions. Top to bottom
of the three curves shows the switching current for 30mK, 60mK and 100mK. Inset shows the
measurement circuit.

temperatures. Eq. 2.26 is applicable whenever the quality factor Q is much smaller than 1
which means an overdamped situation for an Josephson junction. From Tab. 5.1, we find for
sample 82IVb Ec/Ej = 2.27 which allows us to calculate: 1.3µeV< E0(n0) < 1.5µeV. The ef-
fective capacitance of our circuit is dominated by the stray capacitance rather than the junction
capacitances and is not well known. We estimate it to be not larger than 100fF. For the plasma
frequency, this means ωp = (2π/Φ0)

√

Ej/C is of the order of 4GHz. Then the quality factor
is of the order of Q = RCωp ≈ 0.04, where we have taken R = 100Ω to be the AC resistance
at plasma frequency. This justifies to use Eq. 2.26.

Our experimental result shown in Fig. 5.38 is best fitted with an effective temperature as
high as 200mK which is well above the temperature as measured by resistive thermometry.
The situation is much more different in Fig. 5.39. In this case, we use the 68MΩ resistor for
current biasing the sample and monitor the voltage drop between the cold 15kΩ resistor and the
common ground. The bandwidth of the current bias has been reduced to 2Hz. At the same time,
the switching current is almost a factor of 10 larger, corresponding to an effective temperature
of around 22mK, in good agreement with the resistive thermometry. In Fig. 5.39, we see
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Figure 5.41: Switching current measured for sample 94II at 30mK nominal temperature with
1MΩ bias resistor put in the mixing chamber. Lines in this plot show the theoretical switching
current curves obtained within the large friction regime of Josephson junctions. Top to bottom
of the three curves shows the switching current for 30mK, 47mK and 100mK. Inset shows the
measurement circuit.

slight deviations between the red dots and the fitting curve which we attribute to a temperature
variation of the RuOx biasing resistor due to self-heating. Since the switching current is gate-
dependent, the self-heating varies with ng as well. This effect is hard to quantify but might held
responsible for the observed deviations.

In summary, we find from the measurements on sample 82IVb that the observed switch-
ing current depends strongly on the low frequency noise filtering. We reach the theoretically
expected height, but only when we cut the bandwidth well below 50Hz which is the critical
frequency for noise pickup.

In further measurements, we replaced the RuOx resistor with a proper metal sheet resistor of
1MΩ. This cuts the bandwidth together with the 1nF capacitance down to 160Hz. We did not
choose a higher resistance firstly because the low bandwidth leads to extreme requirements for
the measurement time, secondly excessively high resistances in the current path at the mixing
chamber can lead to considerable self-heating. Fig.5.40 and Fig. 5.41 depict measurements on
two different samples 94I and 94II on the same chip.

The effective temperature fitted with the same procedure is now higher (47mk and 60mK,
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Figure 5.42: Switching current of sample 94I with the same circuit as the measurement shown
in Fig. 5.40. These switching current data are collected with a ramping speed of 3nA/s, shown
in black dots. Red curve shows the theoretical expected switching currents at 60mK.

respectively), showing that the filtering is not as efficient as before with the RuOx resistor.
With respect to the option to record more switching events in a reasonable time, this filtering
strength represents a good compromise. Further optimization will require to put the experiment
in a better shielded environment. The difference in effective temperature might be due to the
slight different performance of the measurement lines which enter the transistor. We are not
using twisted pair cooper powder filters in these measurements because we do not have enough
of them to wire all the samples on a single chip. Thus the loop size formed by the measurement
lines might be different resulting in different amount of electromagnetic noise pickup.

With a ramping rate of only 1pA/s, it takes hundreds of seconds to reach the switching cur-
rent. During this long time, any spurious quasiparticle breaks the even parity and leads to
e-periodic switching. In order to lower the risk of quasiparticle poisoning, we changed to a
fast ramping method which is done by an arbitrary waveform generator. The ramping speed
is only limited by the bandwidth of our RC filters; several nA per second can be reached.
Fig. 5.42 shows the switching current measurement on sample 94I with a ramping speed of
3nA/s. It gives us clear 2e-periodic modulation behaviors although the odd states are still quite
pronounced close to the gate ranges where ng =odd numbers. Since the wiring for this mea-
surement is the same as the measurement shown in Fig. 5.40, the sample is also in the strong
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damping regime. By fitting the measured current with the strong damping model, we get the ef-
fective temperature again 60mK which is quite consistent with the slow ramping measurement.

5.3.1 Discussion

In this section, we showed our measurement results of the switching currents for single Cooper
pair transistors, sample 82IVb, sample 94I and sample 94II. All of the measurements are done
in the strong damping regime. It has been shown by measurements on sample 82IVb that
the bias resistor R has a tremendous effect on the switching current amplitude. The room
temperature 1MΩ resistance yields a maximum switching current below 100pA while the low
temperature 68MΩ bias resistance gives a maximum switching current of around 650pA. We
assume this behavior to be a result of an effective bandwidth cutoff of low frequency noises
which might reach the sample and lead to an elevated effective temperature. Within the strong
damping regime, the effective temperature with the 1MΩ room temperature resistor is as high
as 200mK while the effective temperature for its low temperature counterpart is only 22mK,
calculated with the strong damping model. This reminds us that using only high frequency
cooper powder filters is not sufficient for such sensitive measurements, further filtering stages
such as the simple RC filter stage are needed for effective damping of lower frequency noises,
as has been suggested by Bladh et. al. (2003). Measurements on the later two samples 94I and
94II are done with 1MΩ low temperature filters. The switching current fits also pretty well with
the strong damping regime and yields an effective temperature below 60mK. Our measurement
confirms that the single Cooper pair transistors can be considered as single junctions with gate
modulated switching currents. We used the lowest eleven states for calculating our theoretical
expected switching current values.

Both slow ramping with an ramping rate of 1pA/s and relatively fast ramping with a ramping
rate of 3nA/s are used for obtaining the switching currents of our samples. No 2e gate de-
pendent features have been observed by the slow ramping scheme. It normally takes hundreds
of seconds to reach the switching current. This makes the switching event quite vulnerable to
the quasiparticle tunneling events which might happen at a smaller time scale. Because of the
unexpected quasiparticle tunneling events, the island has both even and odd states available for
one single round of switching current measurement. Therefore only the first switching event
can be recorded which leads to an e-periodic gate modulation of the switching current. We have
shown in Fig. 5.36 in red lines the part of the switching currents which can be observed in such
a very slow ramping scheme.

Fast ramping measurement was done on sample 94I. And 2e-periodically gate modulated
switching current has been first observed. The magnitude of these switching current fits very
well with the strong damping regime for single Josephson junctions, verifying the validity of
this model. The effective temperature achieved with the fitting is 60mK which is a bit higher
than the base temperature of our cryostat. This discrepancy might be induced by the argument
of the so-called "hot electrons", that is, electrons carry higher thermal fluctuations. We haven’t
got pure 2e switching current for this measurement for this sample which means that odd parity
states are still quite prevalent on the island.

Our samples have large charging energy Ec, making them quite vulnerable to the quasiparti-
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cle poisoning. Besides lowing the charing energy, several other methods have be proposed by
several groups. These proposals can be grouped into two types: one is to damping the quasipar-
ticle excitations, e.g. using normal metal quasiparticle traps close to the island (Joyez, 1995),
and another one is the so-call superconducting energy band engineering. There are mainly two
ways of energy band engineering methods so far, one is to induce defects on the aluminum
film by letting in a little bit oxygen during aluminum evaporation while forming the middle
island. This method has been extensively used by Aumentado et. al. (2004) and worked quite
well to suppress the odd parity states on the island. Another way is to fabricated thinner films
for the aluminum island. This can also increase the superconducting energy gap of the island
aluminum as proposed by Ferguson et. al. (2006). However, both methods do not eliminate the
spurious quasiparticles.

In short, the mechanism for quasiparticle excitations which leads to odd parities on the island
is not clear yet. Fig. 5.43 shows the gate dependent switching current for different ramping
speeds. It can be seen that quasiparticle poisoning is even more severe at the gate voltage range
from -6mV to 4mV. This gate dependent smearing of the imbalance between odd and even
parities is not understood for us and we have not found any similar effects in the literatures.
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Figure 5.43: Switching current of sample 94I at 30mK nominal temperature as a function
of gate voltage for different ramping speeds. From bottom to top: 3nA/s, 4.5nA/s, 6nA/s,
12.5nA/s, 15nA/s, 17.5nA/s, 20nA/s, 22.5nA/s, 25nA/s.
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6 Conclusion

This thesis has focused on the experimental study of charge transport features in supercon-
ducting single electron transistors. The samples have been mainly fabricated in the Institute
of Solid State Physics (IFP) with the access to the SEM in the Institute of Nanotechnology
for the electron beam writing. The leads of the transistors have been made from a bilayer of
copper and gold by optical lithography and the finer structures done by two subsequent electron
beam lithography processes. With our fine alignment procedure a precision of 50nm has been
reached for the required matching of the structures fabricated in different electron beam lithog-
raphy steps. The samples have been measured in a 3He/4He cryostat with a base temperature of
20 mK with which the thermal fluctuations will not mask the single charge transport effects. We
have done the noise filtering by implementing π-filters at room temperatures and at low tem-
peratures RC filters and home-made metal powder filters. The efficiency of the copper powder
filters at frequencies f > 1GHz is characterized by single electron transport experiments. RC
filters are necessary for canceling low frequency noise.

Most of the observed transport properties of the superconducting single electron transistor
are in good agreement with the theoretical expectations and earlier experimental works on this
subject. For voltage bias above |eV | > 4∆ charge transport is dominated by pair-breaking
quasiparticle processes. For not too strong Josephson coupling strength, a gate-modulation of
quasiparticle current onset between |eV | = 4∆ and |eV | = 4∆ + 2Ec is observed. Below 4∆,
rich variety of current features due to combination of processes involving resonant Cooper pair
tunneling, quasiparticle tunneling and cotunneling have been found. Most of these features
have been described earlier by other authors.

3e tunneling comprising of the coherent tunneling of a Cooper pair across one junction and
a quasiparticle across the other one is observed at the expected position in the V /Vg-plane. It
can be easily identified as a higher order process by the difference in slope from most other
features. Besides this expected feature, we find a further 3e line at a shifted bias position. The
origin of this line has yet to be identified.

Samples with high transparencies show further features below the ordinary 3e line in bias.
They lie on top of the condition for higher order resonant Cooper pair tunneling. Remarkably,
these features end at crossings marked by lines belonging to states of different parities. For
two of our samples, the third order feature of this type is also bordered sharply on the higher
bias side, thus giving a zigzag feature as a function of Vg. For two further samples, the lines
continue, showing in one case no sign of a reduction in current size. The mechanism for
switching the resonances on and off at these specified bias voltages is unknown at present. One
sample shows fifth order features with similar properties.

The switching currents for some of our samples have also been measured. Most of them
show e-periodic dependence on the gate. For a later sample with improved quasiparticle filter-
ing, 2e features have been observed. However, it is clear from our data that non-equilibrium
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quasiparticles are still present at low rates. This observation is in agreement with investigations
by other authors. Fitting the current values by considering the transistor as a single Josephson
junction with a gate-dependent Josephson coupling yields an effective temperature which de-
pends strongly on the low frequency filtering. By reducing the bandwidth of the leads to 2Hz,
we could achieve a temperature as low as 22mK which is in agreement with the temperature
measured by our resistive thermometry. An effect which deserves further attention is the gate
dependence of the parity effects.
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Appendix A

The electrostatics of SET devices

We consider the system of island depicted in Fig. A.1. By the usual definition of the various
capacitances we have:

Q1 = C12(U1 − U2) +
N
∑

i=2

C1i(U1 − Ui) +
m
∑

i=1

C1
i (U1 − Vi) = U1CΣ1 −

∑

C1iUi −
∑

C1
i Vi,

with CΣ1 =
∑n
j Cj1 +

∑m
j C

1
j . And similarly:

Qj = UjCΣj −
∑

CjiUi −
∑

C
j
i Vi, CΣj =

n
∑

i

Cji +
m
∑

i

C
j
i .

In Matrix notation this reads simply Q = CU − en0. The capacitance matrix C is defined
by (C)ii = CΣi and (for i 6= j) (C)ij = −Cij. Q and U are vectors indexed by the island
number, and the so called “offset charge vector” n0 is defined by (n0)i = 1

e

∑m
j C

i
jVj. Note that

(en0)i equals minus the charge on island i if all island are grounded1. The relation for Q can be
inverted to yield

−eĈ∆n = U . (A.1)

Here, Ĉ is the inverse of C and ∆n = n − n0, n = Q/ − e. The charging energy is a function
of n, Ech(n). We choose the zero of energy accoding to Ech(−n0) = 0. The charging energy
can be calculated by evaluating the following integral:

Ech(n) =
∫−en1

−en01

dQ1U1(Qi 6=1 = −en0i)+

∫−en2

−en02

dQ2U2(Q1 = −en1, Qi>2 = −en0i)+

· · ·+
∫−enn

−en0n

dQnUn(Qi6=n = −eni).

(A.2)

In this expression we start from the condition at zero energy and put succesively the required
charge on the islands starting with island number 1 and ending on island number n. Eq. A.2

1 In the following we use the definitions n0i = (n0)i and ni = (n)i
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Appendix A The electrostatics of SET devices
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Figure A.1: A system of n island (symbolized as big circles) capacitively coupled among each
other and to m reservoirs (symbolized as voltage sources Vj). Each island is charged by Qi and
at an electrostatic potential Ui.
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Figure A.2: To calculate the energy consumption of an tunneling event, we connect an emf
across the capacitance. The emf is modeled as tunable battery. The voltage of this battery is
tuned from an initial to a final condition to force a charge e from one side to the other. Left:
Tunneling across an internal capacitance. Right: Tunnling from a reservoir across an external
capacitance.
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gives in the end:

Ech(n) = ∆nEc∆n, Ec =
e2

2
Ĉ. (A.3)

The diagonal elements of the so called “charging energy matrix” Ec are called “charging ener-
gies”, the off diagonal elements “coupling coefficients”.

If some of the capacitances in the above problem are in fact tunneling contacts, the charge
on some island might change by an integer number times elementary charge e. For this to
happen, an electromotive force (emf) is requiered in general. As an example we now calculate
the energy consumption during a tunneling event. In Fig. A.2 we connect an emf represented as
tunable battery across an internal (left part of the figure) and a external (right part of the figure)
capacitance. The inital voltage of this battery is given byU in

emf = U in
i −U

in
j andU in

emf = V in
i −U in

j ,
respectively, where the initial potentials are in accord with the initial charge state as expressed
by Eq. A.1. We then transfer the required charge through the emf by tuning its voltage in
infinitesimal steps. The final potential difference is again in accord with Eq. A.1 for the final
state of the system. In each step the energy consumption amounts to dE = e(Ui −Uj)dn where
one has to replace Ui by the constant Vi for the case of an external contact. The total energy of
the tunneling of an elementary charge is then

∆E = e

∫ 1

0
(Ui − Uj)dn, ∆E = eVi − e

∫ 1

0
Ujdn. (A.4)

Eq. A.1 can be used to express Uj and Ui as a function of n and the evaluation of the integral
yields:

∆E = Efi
ch − E

in
ch, ∆E = Efi

ch − E
in
ch + eVi, (A.5)

where Ein
ch and Efi

ch are the charging energy of the initial and final charge state. This are of
course the expected results. The latter of the two relations explicitely shows how energy is
exchanged between the system of charged islands and the reservoirs during a tunneling event.

The SET transistor possesses only one island. The charging energy matrix is a scalar Ec =
e2/2CΣ and Eq. A.3 reads:

Ech(n) = Ec(n − n0)2, en0 = CgVg + (C1 − C2)V/2 (A.6)

for a symmetric biasing2. Note that for a symmetric transistor—i.e. C1 = C2—the second term
on the right hand side of the equationA.6 vanishes. The general situation is not different in a
fundamental way.

For a discussion of the superconducting transistor in Sec. 2.3.1, it is convenient to include
the work performed by the external source into the electrostatic part of the Hamiltonian. If n1

and n2 specify the number of electrons transferred through the corresponding junctions, this is
done by

Hel = Ec(n̂ − n0)2 + (n1 + n2)eV/2. (A.7)

It is easy to see that Eq. A.7 is in accord with the second equation in A.5.

2 I.e. the voltage bias across the transistor is equally distributed: −V/2 at the left and V/2 at the right junction.
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